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Can't compete 
Baseball, SoftbalI each drop 3rd game 
against Rice, Houston-sEESPoRTs,AS 
ASTRONOMY 
AROUND CAMPUS,A2 
GRADUATION MATERIAL 
AVAILABLE THIS WEEK 
AT UCF BOOKSTORE 
Graduating seniors can pick up their 
caps and gowns, as well as their tick-
ets for graduation this week at the 
UCF Bookstore. Students should know 
that they have a limited amount of 
time left to pick up the materials. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
MAN ARRESTED FOR · 
BUTCHERING GATOR IN 
SEARCH OF A NEW BELT 
Police arrested a man who picked up 
a dead alligator and tried to butcher 
it on his front lawn, saying he only 
wanted a new belt. Benjamin 
Hodges,35,said he found the dead 
gator floating in the Hillsborough 
River on Sunday and took it home in 
a shopping cart. 
NATION & WORlO,A4 
ACCLAIMED AUTHOR, 
JOURNALIST KILLED IN 
CALIF. CAR CRASH 
David Halberstam, 73, was killed in a 
Calif.car crash on Saturday when the 
car he was riding in was broadsided. 
He won the Pulitzer Prize for his 
Vietnam coverage in 1964 and 
authored several best-selling books. 
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HIGH LOW 
Parking, visitors info building planned . 
BECKY WILLIAMS 
Staff Writer 
Plans are in the works to 
combine UCF!s Parking Ser-
vices and Visitor's Information 
into one building near the Uni-
versity Boulevard entrance of 
campus . 
Those who· come to UCF 
•1 
will have access. to a one-stop 
shop, of sorts, where they can 
find the campus information 
they need and be sent to the 
appropriate parking lot. 
Director of Parking and 
Transportation Services John 
Clark said that because the 
building will be near the front 
of campus, at the most accessi-
ble entrance to the school, the 
design of the new construction 
is especially important - it's 
being built for function, but the 
administration has made it 
clear to Clark that they want an 
attractive structure. 
Thol,lgh a design has already 
been laid out, with an estimat-
ed construction <mst between 
$300,000 and $500,000, the 
3,000-square-foot design may 
be expanded, depending on 
design needs. · Currently, the 
building is planned as one 
story, which Clark says "takes a 
bigger footprint than a two-· 
story building." 
Across from the designated 
area for the new building is a 
''We're the last vestige of acceptable hate." 
- KATHRYN NORSWORTHY ROLLINS COLLEGE PROFESSOR 
paved parking lot, but plaJ\S 
were made to build an addi-
tional 70-space lot at the site -
mainly for staff to park in, but · 
also to provide extra spaces for 
visitors. 
Clark said combining the 
staffs of Parking Services and 
PLEASE SEE FIVE ON A7 
SILENT SCREAM 
... . 
PHOTOS BY ABE ABORAYA AND ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FWRIDA FUTURE 
From left: Jessica Osborn, Kelly Knowles and Victoria Moll stand with fellow students in front of Millican Hall on April 18 during the Day of Silence. Protesters removed the tape across their mouths to scream toward the president's office. 
Gay-rights activists prote~t the 
discrimination over orientation 
ABEABORAYA 
News Editor 
· Was it all in her head? 
Twenty-three-year-old Jessica 
Osborn had just finished using the rest-
room in the ·student Union, and her 
shirt, which read "Gay? Fine by me,'' 
was the last thing on her mind as she 
walked into the hallway. · 
A female student walked into her, 
path. She made eye contact with 
Osborn, looked at the T-shirt, then at 
the ground and promptly turned on her 
heels and left. She walked halfway 
.across the Union to use another bath-
room. . 
80.00% ·....----------. 
Osborn, who prefers to not be 
labeled as being bisexual or lesbian, was 
convinced that it was because of her T-
PLEASE SEE GLBTS ON A6 
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
• Percent of hate crimes • Percent of hate crimes 
that are serious motivated by sexual 
orientation t hat are 
serious 
ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FWRIDA FUTURE 
Michael Morgan and protesters march toward Millican Hall on April 18 wearing re~ strips of tape with the word 
"silenced" across their mouths to symbolize the way gays are unable to speak openly about their sexual orientation. 
Protesters cried out against what they felt to be a lack of protection against discrimination at UCF. UCF officials and 
the General Counsel's office are reviewing UCF's current anti-discrimination policies. 
BOT tentatively approves 
$SOOK for boardWalk repair 
~ 
WOODY WOMMACK 
Staff Writer 
The creaking sound many 
UCF students' hear when they 
cross the boardwalk that leads 
to the Student Union will be 
coming to a stop thanks to the 
Board of 'frustees. The board 
tentatively approved the 
$500,000 project, the money for 
which to repair the boardwalk 
will come out the Capital 
Improvement Trust Fund, but it 
won't begin until 2009. 
"It just went through the 
board of trustees,'' said Associ-
ate Director of the Student 
Union Rick Falco. He said 
maintaining the current board-
walk costs UCF between 
$20,000 to $30,00.0 annually to 
replace warping and rotting 
boards. 
PLEASE SEE RENOVATING ON AS 
Size, ·cost of med school rise 
JENNIFER LARINO 
Staff Writer 
In a recent decision, the 
UCF Board of Trustees tacked 
on $25 million in additional 
funding to the $43 million con-
struction budget for the UCF 
College of Medicine building. 
The shift in financial gears 
proposes a reduction and 
remodeling of the Burnett Col-
lege of Biomedical Sciences 
building budget. A $12.5 mil-
lion gift and its state-matched 
funds, originally a part of the 
Burnett building budget, will 
now be put toward the College 
of Medicine. 
The revised financial plan 
is a · direct response to a 
revised College of Medicine 
curriculum. 
"We created temporary 
plans for the med school until 
we were able to get more spe-
cific planning with the new 
dean," said Tom Evelyn, inter-
im director of UCF News and 
Information. 
After completing the design 
of the curriculum, founding 
medical school dean Dr. Debo-, 
rah German, and UCF's MD 
Program Curriculum Commit-
tee decided that the anticipat~ 
ed 100,000 square-foot build-
iJig falls short of what the 
program needs. 
UCF officials are now plan-
ning to build a 175,000 square-. 
foot facility in the fall of 2009; 
the building now has an esti-: 
PLEASE SEE FUNDS ON A7 
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News 'aiu:l notices for 
the UCF comnumity 
Graduation materials pickup 
Graduating seniors can pick 
up their caps and gowns, as well 
as their tickets for graduation 
from 8 am. to 7 p.m. this week 
at the UCF Bookstore. 
Students should know that 
they have a limited amount of 
time left to pick up the materi-
als, and any tickets that are not 
picked up will be given out as 
extras to other students. 
For more information, con-
tact the UCF Bookstore at 407-
823-2665. 
Transfer Knights meeting 
The Transfer Student Suc-
cess Club, also known as Trans-
fer Knights, will hold its month-
ly meeting today from 4 p.m. to 
6 p.m. in the Garden Key Room 
of the Student Union. 
The club's purpose is to help 
transfer students adjust to life at 
UCF and have fun doing it. 
There will be free food, 
games and other activities for 
interested students. 
For more information, con-
tact Transfer and Transition 
Services at 407-823-5959. 
RWC hours adjustments 
The Recreation and Well-
ness Center will switch to break 
hours starting May 1. 
LOCAL 
&STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed , 
Man arrested for butchering gator, 
says he just wanted a new beJt 
TAMPA - Police arrested a 
man who picked up a dead alli-
gator and tried to butcher it on 
his front lawn, saying he only 
wanted a new belt. 
Benjamin Hodges, 35, said he 
found the dead gator floating in 
the Hillsborough River on Sun-
day and took it home in a shop-
ping cart. He figures it was 4 
feet or 5 feet long. 
Just as Hodges flopped the 
carcass on the ground and 
started to cut it open, officers 
showed up and arrested him. 
An anonymous caller had 
reported him to the state 
wildlife agency. 
He is charged with.killing or 
possessing an alligator, a felony 
punishable by up to 60 days in 
jail and a $500 fine. Although 
their num,pers are growing, 
American alligators are still 
protected in Florida as a 
species of special concern. 
· Hodges said he knew of a 
man at a fl.ea market who might 
be able to craft a belt for him. 
"I didn't think there was 
anything illegal about skinning 
a dead gator," he told The 
Tampa Tribune. 
PLEASE SEE LOCAL ON A4 
LET US KNOW 
The Future wants to · hear 
from you! If you have a club, 
organization or event and want 
your information to be consid-
ered for the Around Campus 
column, send a fax to 407-447-
4556 or an e-mail to 
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead-
lines are 5 p.m. Friday for the 
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday 
for the Wednesday edition, and . 
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday 
edition. 
· , COURTESY AMANDA LEVESQUE 
Above and below: Cypress Creek High School students participate in a service-learning exercise called Memory Portraits. UCF student Amanda Levesque worked with the students on the 
project. Bottom: Timbercreek High School students won the Garden for the Homeless project with UCF student Lindsay Thompson. . 
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Students aid their communities Se:~~~~ter I 
SCOTT GURLEY 
Staff Writer 
Publishing a book about the 
homeless and making a video 
about hurricane safety may not 
sound like typical activities for 
middle and high school class-
rooms. However, UCF students 
are playing a role in changing 
that 
This semester, education 
majors worked with Orange 
County Public Schools' teach-
ers to engage middle and high 
school students through a 
method known as service-
learning. Their efforts were 
part of a research project coor-
dinated in part by education 
assistant professor, Ti'ae Stew-
art, who was awarded a Learn & 
Serve Special Initiatives Grant 
from the Learn & Serve Ameri-
ca Corporation. 
The ultimate goal of the proj-
ect is "to increase novice K-12 · 
teachers' use of service-learn-
ing;' Stewart said 
"Service-learning is a teach-
ing method where students 
address a genuine need in the 
community through meaning-
ful volunteer activities;' he said 
The method is "explicitly con-
nected to the academic curricu-
lum being learned in their class. 
The key here is the reciprocity 
between education and com-
munity." 
History and education dou-
ble-major Anthony Martin 
spent two months of his semes-
ter helping a class from May-
nard Evans High School, in 
Orlando, prepare a book about 
their experiences with the 
homeless for publication. 
"F.arlier in the year, about 20 
students visited the Coalition 
for the Homeless located here 
. in Orlando;' Martin said "The 
students conducted interviews 
that questioned some of the 
individuals that were staying at 
the Coalition. The students 
asked them to talk a little about 
their past and how they ended 
up in a homeless situation. They 
also asked if there was any 
advice . they could give to them 
about life or school or any-
thing." 
The impact of the project on 
the students was significant, 
Martin said 
"Most, if not all, of the stu-
dents· expressed that the 
respoll.ses they received from 
some of the homeless changed 
their way of looking at life for-
ever," he said. "11>.ey all com-
mented that they had previous 
stereotypes about the homeless 
before their experiences that · 
were erased because of the proj-
ect." 
Stewart said the ·~ service-
learning projects are important 
for his education ~tudents, as 
well as those they are teaching. 
"It is unique because they get to 
simultaneously practice serv-
ice-learning as they learn about 
it," he said 
Math . education major, 
Valerie Ryerson, who worked 
with students from Gienridge 
Middle School in Orlando, said 
she learned valuable lessons 
through her experience. 
"fve learned that when you 
use service-learning, instead of 
having the students sit in class 
and just listen to the teacher 
talk, the students are more will-
ing to get involved and learn 
more," Ryerson said 
Ryerson helped students 
gather information about hurri-
canes and put together a video 
on hurricane safety, which will 
be shared with other schools. 
·~so, service-learning can 
incorporate a lot of subjects and 
teach them [students] basic 
skills as well," she said "For this 
project, the students used sci-
ence, math, history, English, 
organizational skills, how to 
meet deadlines and so much 
more." 
Ryerson said working with 
the Glenridge students on their 
service-learning project affect-
ed the way she will teach in the 
future. 
"Math is a very tough subject 
for students to enjoy," she said 
"This experience has encour-
aged me to use real-life situa-
tions when teaching math. This 
way the students will be able to 
LOCAL WEATHER 
COURTESY LINDSAY THOMPSON 
see that they are learning for a 
reason." 
Service-learning projects 
such as those mentioned above 
are not new to Orange County 
Public Schools, yet through the 
coordinated efforts of UCF and 
local schools, they can be more 
common. . 
·~ educators, we know that 
these kinds ofleaming activities 
are much more beneficial to the 
students' learning processes 
compared to simply completing 
worksheets, taking multiple-
choice tests and writing essays," 
Martin said "It is a kind of 
learning that will stick with 
these kids and myself forever." 
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New Grad Special 
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networking events, career services, discounted rates 
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(YAC) and much more. 
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GET IT TOGETHER. 
Co~solidate your student loans with Nelnet. 
By combining your student loans, you'll make only one monthly payment-and it could be less 
than you were paying before! With over 28 years in education planning and financing, Nelnet 
knows your financial situation is likely different than your college classmates'. That's why we 
will help you find a consolidation plan that works for you. 
Life can be complicated-make student loan repayment easy by calling Nelnet 
at 1.87 7 ~303. 7 442 or visiting www.nelnet.net/consolidation. 
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Free Soft Drink* 
Starting 11 pm May 3 
thmMay 13 
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paid admission 
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Sta iu 20 
+IMAX~ 
t= · I-Drive Across From The Convention Center 
& 
Preview Events to Benefit Local Charities 
$2 Movies, $1 Popcorn & $1 Soft Drinks 
Tuesday, May 1 Wednesday, May 2 
Reel Deals 2 Movie Magic @ The Pointe 
To Benefit Orland0-Sentinel Family Fund To Benefit Edgewood Children's Ra11d1 
A f 'und of tl1e McCormicli Tribune Fo1111dat.io11 
· Sponsored by Magic 107.7 FM . 
Sponsored by The Orlando Sentinel 
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY TUESDAY ONLY· REEL DEALS 2 
Harry Potter and the Goblet 
· Bourne Supremacy PG13 12:20 3:40 7:10 
of Fire-The IMAX Experience PG13 12:00 3:25 6:50 10:15 Bruce Almighty PG13 1:00 4:50 7:35 Babel PG13 6:40 9:55 Ocean's 12 PG13 12:10 3:35 . 7:05 Bo rat R 9:50 Rush Hour 2 PG13 12:55 3:45 6:35 Casino Royale PG13 12:20 3:50 7:25 10:50 
Charlotte's Web G 12:50 4:25 7:20 Shrek 2 PG 12:30 4:00 7:10 
PG13 12:05 3:30 6:30 10:00 
10:30 
10:10 
10:25 
9:35 
9:45 
Dreamgirls 
Everyone's Hero G 11:55 4:15 WEDNESDAY ONLY· MOVIE MAGIC@ THE POINTE 
Ghost Rider PG13 1:05 4:45 7:30 10:10 Cars G 12:55 3:45 6:35 9:35 
Happy Feet PG 12:25 . 3:55 6:45 9:25 Pirates: Dead Man's Chest PG13 12:10 3:35 7:05 10:25 
Music and Lyrics PG13 12:35 4:10 7:50 10:20 Rocky Balboa PG 1:00 4:50 7:35 10:10 Night at the Museum PG 12:45 4:20 7:00 9:40 The Da Vinci Code · PG13 12:20 3:40 7:10 10:30 Norbit PG13 12:35 4:05 6:55 9:30 X-Men: The Last Stand PG13 12:30 4:00 7:10 9:45 Pan's Labyrinth R 12:40 4:00 7:20 10:05 ' 
The Departed R ,_ 12:15 3:45 7:15 10:40 
The Good Shepherd R 11:50 3:25 7:00 10:35 
The Pursuit of Happyness PG13 12:00 4:30 7:35 10:20 
The Queen PG13 1:10 4:40 7:45 10:45 
We Are Marshall PG 1:00 4:35 ?:40 10:35 
Win a $2,000 
MasterCard Gift Card 
Sign up or use your Regal Crown dub" 
Card at Pointe Orlando Stadium 20 
·through May 31 for your chance to \VIN! 
No ptm:hase neces.o;ary. Sec thea1re for details. 
Exclusive Orlando 
Engagement 
~F='I :c::::7E!E' ~-rnF=t r7. 2!!!!!!!I 
The I MAX~ Experience 
PG-13 Opens May4 
Free Spider-Man 3 T-shirt with the first 
. 100 tickets sold each day! May 4-6 
FREE PARKING GARAGE 
with 4 hour validation 
,{ ~A. NEW REGAI:1 ENTERTAINMENT~:GROUP"' T EATRE ;·~ www.REGmovie~.com • 407-248-9228 
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LOCAL & STATE 
FROM .Al 
Mystery shoe fits, but no happy · 
!!nding for Pasco county driver 
HOLIDAY - A Cinderella 
story it isn't. There is a myste-
rious shoe and a fitting to find 
its rightful owner. There's 
eyen a wedding. · 
; But, at least for the shoe's 
alleged owner, there is no 
Iiappily ever after. 
~ The story begins at 1:34 
a.m. about 100 miles west of 
Walt Disney World's Magic 
Kingdom when a Ford van 
plowed into the bathroom of a 
J:µ>use in suburban Holiday. 
Residents Sandy Mccombie 
and her fiance Michael Toth 
watched the van's driver flee 
*ross their front lawn -
leaving a shoe behind. 
: The Florida Highway 
:Uatrol was investigating the · 
crash about an hour later 
when 43-year-old John Glen 
Aquista of Holiday walked up 
to the scene. 
· The Pasco · County man 
was bloody, wearing boxer 
~horts and, most importantly, 
shoeless. His injuries looked a 
lOt like he smashed his face 
ihto a steering wheel, investi-
gators said. Aquista "denied 
¥1Y involvement in the traffic 
crash," a Florida Highway 
Patrol report said. The van 
wasn't his, but it was regis-
(ered to the address where he 
lived, the FHP said. 
When a trooper· asked him 
to slip on the wayward shoe, 
' "it was a perfect fit," the FHP 
said. 
. Aquista was charged with 
leaving the scene of an acci-
dent involving property dam-
age and driving without a 
valid license. · 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
·A week after shootings, Virginia 
Tech students return to dasses 
BLACKSBURG, Va. - On 
Virginia Tech's first day of 
Classes since last week's 
~hootings, Joe Merola just 
wanted to give his students a 
iecture on an equation 
explaining the voltage in bat-
teries. 
But he couldn't get through 
it. Looking out at 100 students 
and a VT sweat shirt he had 
Placed on a seat to honor a stu-
<!ent who was wounded, he 
broke down. 
"I lost it halfway through 
d ass," Merola said. "I burst 
into tears and had to turn it 
over to the counselors." 
It was a common sentiment 
around campus as grieving 
students returned Monday, 
pne week after Seung-Hui Cho 
\dlled 32 people before turning 
the gun on himself. 
· Students and staff paused 
for moments of silence at the 
times when Cho opened fire 
in two campus buildings more 
than two hours apart. 
Monday's tributes included 
an emotional ceremony in 
which a man in a VT hat rang 
a bell 33 times and students 
and faculty released white bal-
loons for each victim. 
Then 1,000 balloons were · 
released in the school colors 
-maroon and orange - as 
people stood in silence, hesi-
tant to let the moment pass. 
·After a few chants of "Let's 
Go; Hokies," they headed off 
to class. 
Karan Grewal, one of the 
gunman's suitemates this year, 
went to two classes Monday, 
intermediate accounting and 
taxes. 
He was surprised to find 
the classrooms almost full. 
"Both of the teachers I went 
to, they kind of teared up at the 
beginning of the class when 
they started talking about 
what happened," he said. 
·~ couple of students did, 
too. Then we all got together 
and kind of took care of busi-
ness." 
Paul Deyerle . attended 
three classes, and he took 
comfort in the fact that his 
abnormal-psychology teacher 
kept choking up during class. 
Students hugged and shed 
tears themselves. 
"OrWllarily, professors are 
so stoic,'' he said. "It was nice 
to see someone sharing what I 
was feepng." 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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Keep current with headlines you may have missed 
NATI HARNIK/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
An unidentified person straightens flags, one for each American soldier lost in Iraq, at the 
University of Nebraska on Tuesday. The flags were part of the Tribute to the Fallen Event. 
Suicide car bombing in Baghdad 
kills 9 American sotaiers 
BAGHDAD - In one of 
the deadliest attacks on 
American ground forces 
since the Iraq war started 
more than four years ago, a 
suicide car bomber struck a 
patrol base northeast of Bagh-
dad and killed nine U.S. sol-
diers and wounded 20, offi-
cials said 
An Iraqi civilian also was 
wounded in the / attack on 
Task Force Lightning soldiers 
in Diyala province, a volatile 
area that has been the &ite of 
fierce fighting involving U.S. 
and Iraqi ·troops, Sunni insur-
gents and Shiite militias. 
At least 48 Iraqis were 
killed in seven other bomb-
ings, violence that has persist-
ed despite a nearly 10-week-
old U.S.-lraqi security 
crackdown aimed at pacifying 
Baghdad. 
Of the 20 wounded in the 
attack on the patrol base, 15 
soldiers were treated and 
returned to duty while five 
others and tl,ie. Iraqi were 
evacuated to a medical facility 
for further care, the military 
said 
It was the second bold 
attack against a U.S. base 
north of Baghdad in just over 
two months and was notable 
for its use of a suicide car 
bomber. Militants have most-
ly used hit-and-run ambush-
es, roadside bombs or mor-
tars on U.S. troops. 
Award-winning journalist David 
Halberstam killed in car crash 
SAN FRANCISCO 
David Halberstam, · the jour-
nalist whose acclaimed books 
included a towering study of 
the Vietnam War and a 
poignant portrait of aging 
baseball stars, died while 
heading to an interview for a 
new work. 
The 73-year-old writer 
was killed in a car crash 
Monday while working on a 
book about the legendary 
1958 NFL championship 
game between the Baltimore 
Colts and the· New York 
Giants. He was on the way to 
interview Hall of Fame quar-
terback Y.A. Tittle while 
researching "the greatest 
game ever played." 
Halberstam was riding in a 
car that was broadsided by 
another vehicle in Menlo 
Park, about 25 miles south of 
San Francisco, authorities 
said. He was pronounced 
dead at the scene, and the 
cause appeared to be internal 
injuries, according to San 
Mateo County Coroner 
Robert Foucrault. 
"The world has lost one of 
our greatest journalists," said 
Arthur Sulzberger Jr.~ publish-
er of The New York Times, 
where Halberstam won a 
Pulitzer Prize in 1964 for his 
Vietnam coverage. 
GOP candidates try to find solid 
ground on immigration policies 
WASHINGTON - Ask 
the leading Republican presi-
dential candidates about deal-
ing with illegal immigration, 
and inevitably the answer 
focuses on tightening border 
security and building fences. 
What voters aren't hearing 
a lot about. is giving legal sta-
tus, under certain conditions, 
to illegal immigrants in the 
United States, even though 
each of the top three GOP 
candidates has supported 
such a policy. 
The reason has a lot to do 
with a deep fissure in the 
GOP base: Business and 
industry are demanding more 
low-wage workers, while 
grass-roots conservatives are 
demanding that those work-
ers be shipped home. 
From coffee shops in Iowa 
to barbecue joints in South 
Carolina, GOP voters trou-
bled by what they see as an 
unchecked influx of immi-
grants into their communities 
are peppering the candidates 
with often-angry questions at 
campaign stops. 
"The country's being 
invaded by people that really 
shouldn't be here, that are 
coming here illegally," said 
Ron Dupuis, who confronted 
Sen. John McCain at a New 
Hampshire forum last year. 
Farewell to Yeltsin a reflection of 
the country's transfonnation 
MOSCOW - Perhaps 
unavoidably, Russia's farewell 
to Boris Yeltsin will be filled 
with symbols and ceremonies 
that reflect the epochal 
changes that transformed the 
nation during his eight years 
as president. 
The body of the first presi-
dent of post-Soviet Russia 
was placed for public viewing 
on Tuesday afternoon, a day 
after his death at age 76, in 
Moscow's Christ the Savior 
Cathedral - a vast, gleaming 
church that is the most potent 
emblem of the Russian Ortho-
dox revival after decades of 
Communist official atheism. 
The cathedral is a replica 
of the original, which sat on 
the banks of the Moscow 1 
River not far from the Krem-
' lin. It was blown up by the 
Soviet authorities in 1931, just 
a few months after Yeltsin's 
birth. 
The plan was to use the 
site for a s],cyscraper called the 
Palace of Soviets topped by a 
statue of Vladimir Lenin ~ 
essentially a secular temple 
- but the ground proved too 
shaky for its foundations. 
Sixty years to the month 
after Soviet authorities 
knocked the cathedral down, 
the foundations of the Soviet 
Union itself collapsed. In 
1994, Russia began to rebuild 
the church. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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Joel Schneider, the front man for the band Never Ending Story, sings and plays his guitar during his band's set during Battle of the 
Bands at BackBooth on April 17. The 4-piece metal band brought tlie energy up during their perfonnance when they competed 
against other.loca.1 bands, such as The Dropa Stone, Arms Embrace and Breaking Tides. 
~ · 
Renovating to increase safety 
• 
... 
FROM Al 
"It was coming to the point 
where we're investing more 
than makes sense," Falco said 
"We'll be putting down com-
• posite decking that will be 
guaranteed for 15 years." 
Even though $500,000 
sounds like a hefty price tag, it's 
... , actually far less than what it 
would be if the support beams 
had to be replaced. The beams 
below th!'! boardwalk are still. 
" solid and only the top of the 
boardwalk will be replaced, 
saving the university thou-
sands. 
•• ti 
"We're hoping that the oun-
dation is solid, and we're pretty 
sure that it is,'' Falco said 
The current boardwalk, 
which is about 25,000 square 
feet, is nearly 20 years old -
predating the Student Union. 
The hope is the new design 
will benefit women who wear 
heels who hav~ had difficulty 
crossing the boardwalk. 
·~ deck is a deck, but that's 
something we definitely want 
to change," Falco said. "I've 
been walking . and seen girls 
completely fall down, and 
that's rtot something you want." 
Freshman education major 
Jackie Croteau said she's only 
attempted to cross the board-
walk in heels once, and that 
wa..s one time too many. 
"It was dark, and I was head-
ing to an interview in the 
Union," Croteau said. "My 
heels kept getting stuck in the 
cracks. It was the first and the 
last time I wore heels on the 
boardwalk." 
The new composite decking 
will have smaller spaces 
between the boards, and Falco 
s¢.d an architect and/or engi-
neer will be brought in to 
address the problem. 
. Another hurdle the new 
boardwalk will have to clear is 
the environmental protection, 
act. The wetlands that lie 
below are protected, but Falco 
said he doesn't think it will be a 
problem. 
"The whole area is environ-
mentally protected, so we'll 
talk to the environmentalists 
befm;e we do anything," Falco 
said 
Even though funding has 
been secured, plans for the 
final boardwalk won't be com-
pleted any time soon. Con-
struction on the deck is tenta-
tively scheduled to begin in the 
summer of 2009. 
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G LB Ts struggle against silence 
FROM Al 
shirt and the notion that being 
gay is not an abnormality. 
"We're not all bad people," 
Osborn said. ''You can use the 
· saine bathroom as us." 
The incident, which left a 
bad taste in her mouth, is 
indicative of what some stu-
dents and teachers call a chilly 
climate - evidence that, even 
at a college like UCF, some-
times it's just not OK to be gay. 
'Ibat climate leads to a col-
lective fear shared by the gay 
community, and especially gay 
students, that they could 
become the victims of violence 
. l:?ecause of who they date. 
"It definitely ju:st adds fuel to 
the fire," Osborn said. 
Hate crimes motivated by 
sexual orientation in Florida hit 
a 13-year low in 1996, with only 
2.8 percent of all hate crimes in 
Florida being based on sexual 
orientation. The figures have 
fluctuated since then, peaking 
in . 2003, where l-in-5 hate 
crimes were motivated by sexu-
al orientation:: 
In 2005, the last year statis-
tics were available, gays were 
more likely to be the victim of 
serious hate crimes than other 
groups, with 65 percent of sex-
ual-orientation hate crimes 
being battery, aggravated 
assault, robbery or murder, 
compared with only 45 percent 
of other hate crimes being seri-
ous. 
On the night of March 14, 25-
year-old Polk County resident 
Ryan Keith Skipper was brutal-
ly stabbed more than 20 times. 
Sheriff's deputies arrested two 
men and charged them with 
first-degree murder. 
Officials say Skipper -
described by friends as kind 
natured and big hearted - was 
murdered because he was gay. 
While the details of that night 
are still in dispute between wit-
nesses and police, one thing 
isn't - Skipper died less than 
70 miles from UCF. 
"It's just too close to home," 
said Kathryn Norsworthy, ales-
bian and a professor of counsel-
ing at Rollins Co)lege. · 
· Norsworthy, who helped to 
successfully lobby the Orange 
County Commission last year 
to include discrimination based 
on sexual orientation in Orange 
County's Fair-Housing ordi-
nance, said Skipper's murder is 
a constant reminder that fears 
of discrimination aren't 
unfounded. 
"The worst case scenario is 
that horrible violence - the 
Matthew Shepards (a gay col-
lege student in Wyoming fatal-
ly wounded after being beaten 
by two men), the Ryan Skippers 
- so that makes kids get really 
discouraged under those cir-
cumstances," Norsworthy, also 
a licensed psychologist, said. 
"There .are all kinds of bad 
things that come out of that." 
Those fears can manifest 
themselves in a number of ways 
for students. Some hide their 
sexual orientation from certain 
peers. Others hesitate before 
holding the hand of a loved one 
in public. Still others channel 
that fear into activism for 
equality under the law. 
·There's no official count of 
the gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgel).der cominunity at 
UCF. The university doesn't ask 
students about their sexual ori-
entation, and no unofficial sur-
veys have be~n conducted to 
estimate the population. 
But, according to a study 
conducted by an organization 
affiliated with the University of 
California at Los Angeles, 
Orlando ranked as one of the 
top-10 gay cities in America 
during 2006. Nearly 6 percent 
of the adult population in the 
metro , Orlando area, which 
includes Kissimmee, is homo-
sexual or bisexual. 
Should that number hold 
true for UCF, about 2,800 stu-
dents would be gay or bisexual 
. - and that's not factoring in for 
how under-reported the figures 
could be. 
The gay population at UCF 
could be on the rise. A 1994 
. phone list for the Gay Lesbian 
Bisexual Student Union listed 
51 members. By 1997, that num-
ber had swelled to 177. Now; the 
GLBSU haS around 900 people 
on their mailing list. 
One way the fear of discrim-
ination manifests itself is 
through what gay students call 
"passing" - actively hiding 
your sexual orientation. 
GLBSU President Michael 
Mo~ was on his way back to 
Florida last summer when he 
st6pped off oflnterstate 95 for a 
bite to eat at the Western Siz-
zlin restaurant in Florence, S.C., 
Morgan said there were no 
obvious reason for him to be 
fearful, but being in a state that 
still flies the Confederate flag 
made him nervous. 
While sitting at the table, 
Morgan took the small, rain-
bow colored bracelet off of his 
wrist - the only piece of jewel-
ry he wears - and put it in his 
pocket. After a couple minutes, 
Morg~ reached back in his 
pocket and put the bracelet on. 
No one seemed to notice. 
"I really didn't think that my 
attempt to 'pass' was worth it," 
Morgan said. "It was more of an 
internal struggle that probably 
didn'~ have any effects outside· 
my own head.'' 
Worrying about violence 
and the repercussions of com-
ing out has left many gay stu-
dents at UCF yearning for a 
place where they can just be 
themselves. For many students, 
that place is in the Student 
Union on Tuesday nights when 
the GLBSU meets. 
There, gay students can just 
be themselves. They meet, dis- · 
cuss political issues and just 
have fun in an atmosphere free 
from discrimination and fear. 
Many students, such as Mor-
gan, become more comfortable · 
with their sexual orientation 
after coming to the meetings. 
"I think everyone feels more 
open there," Morgan said. "Def-
initely, when you build up a 
support system, you worry less 
about losing people based on 
your orientation," Morgan said. 
Recently, Osborn, whose 
jepns occasionally ride low 
enough to reveal boxer shorts, 
has started dating. 
One day, Osborn and the 
woman left the North Parking 
Garage and Osborn decided to 
walk her to her class. The sky 
was clear and blue, and the 
weather was nice, and Osborn's 
hand brushed against hers. On 
an impulse, she held her hand 
as the two began walking 
toward Classroom Building 
One. 
The,yublic display of affec-
tion scyred Osborn. Osborn's 
ABE ABORAYA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
heart would race whenever 
. they passed another student as 
she tried to focus on the con-
versation and walk at the same 
time. 
Nothing happened 
''No dirty looks, no nothing. 
That says a lot,'' Osborn said. 
"It's scary, but I do it anyway. It's 
good for my soul,'' Osborn said. 
Norsworthy can relate to her 
fear: Last year, while walking 
arm-in-arm with her partner 
Deena Flamm ·in Winter Park 
Village, another couple stopped 
· dead in their tracks and stared 
at them. While it wasn't the last 
time something like that has · 
happened, it stood out in her 
memory because it was 
''beyond blatant," she said. 
But Norsworthy, like. 
Osborn, has channeled some of 
that fear into political activism. 
Norsworthy faced little 
opposition when she lobbied 
the Orange County Commis-
sion, but there was consider-
able backlash from the commu-
nity when they lobbied the 
Orlando City Council several 
years before that. 
Protesters showed up with 
signs that read "God hates fags.'' 
After announcing her full name 
and address at the meetings, 
Norsworthy said she would 
sometimes come home and feel 
a little vulnerable. 
"I don't want to paint a pic-
ture of gay people as total vic-
tixns," Norsworthy said. "I am 
utterly amazed every single .day 
and in awe, quite- frankly, of 
how gay men and lesbians nav-
igate this world and do so well. 
In the face of what [gay and les-
bian] people are dealing with 
all the time, they are finding 
ways to be successful and cre-
ative and transform adversity 
into something amazing." 
Norsworthy has been with 
Flamm for 14 years. 
"That's rio ·small task in a 
society that doesn't support our 
relationship at all,'' she said. "I 
think we have to celebrate that.'' 
For years, gay rights groups· 
have been fighting to include 
sexual orientation in UCF's 
anti-discriajnation policies. 
Currently, ~ policy approved. 
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Above: Michael Morgan, president of the Gay 
Lesbian Bisexual Student Union, and Jessica 
· Osborn let out a scream directed toward 
President John Hitt's office in Millican Hall on 
April 18. 
Left: Lauren McGrath, left, and Lauren Motyl 
stand hand-in-hand with protesters outside 
of Millican Hall. 
by the United Faculty of Florida 
and the Board of Trustees in 
2005 gives gay and lesbian fac-
ulty members a legal recourse if 
they are the victims of discrim-
ination. 
However, students, adminis-
trators and staff aren't covered 
under the policy. 
Osborn, who recently spent 
time in Tallahassee lobbying 
state officials to include sexual 
orientation in an anti-bullying 
bill, exudes confidence. She 
stands up straight and looks 
people square in their eyes, and 
sometimes wears a Von Dutch 
trucker hat, cocked just a little 
to the left. 
On April 18, she wore a strip 
of red duct tape over her mouth 
and a black T-shirt, and didn't . 
speak. Osborn and about 100 
other students participated in 
the national Day of Silence, 
protesting UCF's anti-discrimi-
nation policies and symbolical-
ly representing the gay and les-
bian students who have had to 
. be silent about their orientation 
because of bullying. 
The day was marked with a 
deafening silence. Student~ and 
supporters, dressed ,in black, 
marched from the Student 
Union to the front of Millican 
Hall and faced UCF President 
John Hitt's office. The group 
waited by the Reflecting Pond, 
occasionally signing communi-
cations to each other and Writ-
ing messages on sheets of 
paper. For 30 minutes, not one 
single word was uttered. 
Then, Osborn ripped the 
tape off of her mouth and 
joined in the group's collective 
primal roar - a vocal manifes-
tation of frustration - for two 
full minutes. 
But on the third floor of Mil-
lican Hall, silence was all that 
was heard - only one person 
in Hitt's office reported hearing 
anything. 
UCF administrators, in con-
junction with the General 
Counsel's office, are currently 
examining the anti-discrimina-
tion policies at UCF, and sexual 
orientation will be examined. 
In the meantime, though, 
Tom Evelyn, the interim direc-
tor of UCF News and Informa-
tion, said that there are protec-
tions found in UCF policy for 
sexual orientation discrimina-
tion. . , 
He cited the preamble to the 
Golden Rule, which forbids dis-
crimination based on sexual 
orientation and requires the. 
university to treat students fair-
ly, without regard to orienta-
tion. 
And in a 2002 policy memo, 
Hitt stated that it's UCF policy 
to treat all people with dignity 
and respect, without regard to 
sexual orientation. 
"No discrimination is 
acceptable, regardless, of the 
reason," Evelyn said. 
• Still, the policies don't cover 
enough, according to activists. 
They want explicit protections 
for sexual orientation, gender 
identity and gender expression 
in the Golden Rule, according 
to Morgan. 
"We're the last vestige of 
·acceptable hate," l'{orsworthy 
said. "Think about &it that." 
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'··Funds ·diverted from 
:Burnett building plan 
FROM A 1 the focus of the Liaison Com-
" mittee on Medical Education, 
mated cost of $68 million. the accrediting body for ~ed-
The new building will ere- · ,ical schools nationally, Hickey 
· ate more space for the gross said. , 
'anatomy lab, microbiology To compensate for the 
wetlabs, individual study transfer of the Tavistock gift a 
space and office space, UCF proposal to fund the Burnett 
,Provost Terry Hickey said. . building through a combina-
At the heart of the deal is tion of up to $60 million in 
the $12.5 million Tavistock gift bonds, $22 million in state-
that comes with an additional granted construction funds 
•$12.5 million in state-matched and $20 million in private 
funds. donations, will go before the 
UCF raised more than $100 state Board of Governors in 
million for the medical school; June; Evelyn said. 
'Tavistock, a national invest- The construction funds 
ment company, contributed provided by the state were 
the largest amount of money. granted to UCF be~ore parts of 
, "It [the Tavis.tock gift] was the Lake Nona · Health Sci-
intended for the Medical ences campus construction 
School from day one," Hickey budget were being revised, he 
said. said. 
"' The Burnett building budg- State Sen.· Lee Constantine, 
et will be reduced from $125 who represents UCF's district, 
million to $99 million. said that change in financial 
The Burnett building, origi- plans is not a cause for worry 
' nally intended to be built at on the Lake Nona project, and 
the UCF Orlando campus, has . Tallahassee is still, in large 
grown from a ll3,000 square- part, excited by the construc-
11foot building to 198,000 tion of the campus. 
square.:.feet throughout the ·~ shifting of funds is nor-
construction planning period, mal," Constantine said. "I 
Hickey said. would not expect anything dif-
• "In the design process, that ferent than that." 
building grew not only in size UCF officials said the proj-
but in cost," he said. eCt continues to be driven by 
The College of Medicine private donations. 
•was UCF's priority at the Lake "There is no state funding 
Nona campus, as it would be in this project," Evelyn said. 
"This move was made to 
ensure that there would be no 
state donations." 
UCF officials estimate that 
the money raised through the 
sale of bonds will cover the 
cost of the building not taken 
care of through state or private 
monies. 
"For about $4 million a year 
of direct cost funds, we can 
pay the debt service on 30-
year bonds for about $60 mil-
lion, which should allow us to 
fit out most, if not all, of the 
Burnett building," Hickey said. 
The fifth floor of the Bur-
nett College of Biomedical 
Sciences will be left unfin-
ished until there is a need for 
the space and funds are avail-
able for completion. 
The main financial parame-
ter set by the Board of 
'frustees for the construction 
of the buildings was that debt 
service will not exceed $4 mil-
lion. 
The debt service is pro-
grammed at $3.9 million, Hick-
ey said. 
"By doing it this way, we 
were able to meet both of our 
challenges here: enough 
money to build the Burnett 
building and enough money to 
build the College of Medi-
cine," he said. "I think it's 
going to end up being a win-
win situation." 
.Five percent increase on parking 
. .permits will pay for buildings 
FROM Al 
~ 
the Visitor's Information Cen-
ter will be cost-saving; 
.though, he didn't have a pro-
jected amount. He said fewer 
people will need to be hired 
because current employees 
can simply be cross-trained to 
provide all anticipated servic-
es at the new building. 
"We will lose some part-
'l:ime student jobs," Clark said, 
"but we can always relocate 
those students to jobs else-
where on campus." 
" · Parking Services is tem-
porarily leasing office space in 
Research Park. The depart-
'1lent used to be housed on 
campus in the South Parking 
Garage, but with growing 
numbers, a bigger facility was • 
'needed. 
Judy ~fonroe, assistant vice 
president for administration 
and finance, said, "It's some-
\hing we need. There are lots 
of things that we need, but 
. funding and priority issues 
must come into play." 
The idea for the combined-
services building was original-
ly taken to Bill Merck II, vice 
president for administration 
and finance, who liked the 
concept and took it to Presi-
dent John Hitt for approval. 
Clark said his team is now 
waiting for the go a:head frolI\ 
Hitt. Part of that includes 
coming up with the money to 
pay for the project. The actual 
site has been approved, but 
Clark said it may take a few 
years to . raise the · needed 
funds. 
Parking Services gets its 
revenue from the sale of park-
ing permits and through park-
ing citation fines. 
"Some people say we only 
fine to make money/' Clark 
said, "but in reality, we only 
generate 10 to 15 percent total 
revenue from citation fines. 
The money that's made on 
parking permits and fines 
goes right back into providing 
services that people need." 
Because there is no other 
source for money, no grants or 
tax money, Clark said it will 
probably take two to three 
years to save enough for the 
new building's construction. 
"It's just a matter of dedicating 
the money to this project," 
Clark said, "and not using it on 
another project." 
A 5 percent increase on the 
sale of all parking permits; 
which will go into effect in 
September, may help Parking 
Services gain · the amount 
needed to start construction, 
but Monroe said that alone 
will not be sufficient to pro-
vide enough money for the 
building. She said administra- f 
tion is looking at other ways to 
pay for the building because 
they recognize it will be a 
good thing for the campus. 
• 
19th· Arinual 
Statewide Job F.air 
, At the University of Central Florida's Arena 
Alafaya Trail 
South of University, behind CB & S Plaza, next to Subway 
3900 N Alafaya Trail· Orlando, FL 32826 • 407-382-0199 
.- ric 
Looking to bUy a home? . J 
Now is a GREAT tirn'e to BUY! 
Give me a call today-to 
FIND YOUR DREAM HOME 
1(eitli Zacliarsf?j, <R.gaCtor 
(407) 625-0900 
www. <DreamJfomesOfOrfando. ~om 
~. 
· 
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LOOKING INTO I.Aw SCHOOL? 
free 
LS 
Sundal 
May6t 
1 pm-Spm 
Marriott Courtyard 
UCF, Classroom A 
Tuesday 
· May8t11 
6pm-10pm 
Marriott Courtyard 
UCF, Classroom A 
. ' 
Universities Participating 
in Event: 
'fhltrsc:lay, May .1 o, 2007 
• ,, . it . Florida Agricultural and 
Mechanical University 
l 
lO:OOAM to 3:00PM 
A chance for students from Florida's 10 state universities to 
meet with employers from an over the country t.o .discuss 
career ~nd employment opportunities 
Florida Atlantic University 
Florida Gulf Coast University 
Florida International .University 
Florida State University 
University of Central Florida 
University of Florid a 
University of North Florid~ 
u ·niversity of South Florida 
University of West Florida 
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THIRD TIME IS NOT A 
COURTESY CHRIS SCHUBERT 
Junior Kiko Vazquez recorded the only hit for the Knights in their 8-0 loss to the 
conference leading Rice on Sunday. The Knights were outscored 22-3 in the series. · 
Knights get one hit 
in 8-0 loss to Rice in 
final game Sunday 
BRIAN MURPHY 
Staff Writer 
I nits weekend series versus Rice, the UCF Baseball team saw how far it has to go to compete with.the top of Conference USA A fantastic pitching performance from C-USA 
Preseason Player of the Year Joe Savery helped 
Rice complete a three-game sweep of the Knights with 
an 8-0 win Sunday. 
Savery is known more. for his hitting abilities, but he 
pitched the best game. of his season, limiting the Knights 
to one hit over a season-long seven innings. 
"He's a quality pitcher, there is no question about 
that," UCF coach Jay Bergman said. "He was throwing 
the ball away from right-handed BRE' AKDOWN 
hitters and moved the ball 
around really well. He's an expe- ~···'."'.'""""" l:YJ.ID.~ 
rienced player .and a great ath- UCF 1 
lete." 
The Knights (18-23overall,1- RICE 10 
11 Conference USA) recorded .. · · · ...... · .. · .. · · .. · · · 
their only hit of the game when tffi!Mf.\R;~;;;; 
sophomore first baseman Kiko UCF 2 
Vazquez singled to right field to RICE 4 lead off the second inning. Sav-
ery retired the n~xt nine .u ........... 000•u• 
Knights. l!f!Mll ... ,. .: 
In the bottom of the second, UCF O 
· Savery helped his pitching effort RICE B 
by scoring a run in the second 
inning. He drew a one-out walk 
and advanced ar.ound to thfrd on Diego Seastrunk's sin-
gle to right-center. Savery came home on a sacrifice fly 
PLEASE SEE VAZQUEZ ON A9 
"[Savery] was throwing the ball 
away from right-handed hitters 
and moved the ball a·round well." 
- JAY BERGMAN, HEAD COACH 
BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Senior Amber Lamb got one Qf the only five hits for the Knights in their 7-0 loss to 
Conference USA.leading Houston. The Knights did not score a single run in the series. 
.softball falls in final 
gatne, of series with 
7-0 loss to Houston 
MELISSA HEYBOER 
Sports Editor 
T he UCF Softball team was shutout for the third time in as many games after losing 7-0 to the Houston Cougars in the final game of their three-game series Sunday. The loss dropped the Knights to 32-21 on 
the season and 8-10 in Conference USA · 
With the help of two UCF, errors, the Cougars took the 
lead early, going ahead 1-0 after the first inning. 
Jessica Valis reached second on a throwing error from 
Amber Lamb to lead off the inning. After a foul out by 
Katie Bush, UCF pitcher Allison Kime issued a walk to 
Elaina Nordstrom that put runners on first and second. -
.BREAKDOWN 
mit~llC:· 
UCF 
HOUSTON 
Valis and Nordstrom stole second, 
and third on the next pitch, arid Valis 
scored on the same play after a 
0 throwing error by Knights' catcJier 
Lindsay Dean. 
6 Kime controlled the Cougars' 
...... '· · · · · .. · · · · · .. · · · bats for the next two innings, but 
WM fl:: two hits, a walk and an error in the 
UCF 0 bottom of the fourth would allow 
HOUSTON 7 ~:e more runs to score for Hous-
UCF 
HOUSTON 
Laura Durham would advance to 
second off a leadoff walk and sacri-
0 fice bunt from Haley Valis. 
It fooked as though the Knights 
7 ,would make it out of the inning 
without any damage as Kime would 
strike out Angel Shamblin for the second out of the 
inning. 
However, the next batter, Amanda Grote, would reach 
first on the second throwing error in the gaine from 
Lamb, advancing Durham to third 
With runners on first and third, Houston's Courtney 
Spittler singled up the middle scoring Durham from third 
and moving Grote to second. 
The next batter, Jessica Valis, sent a triple down the 
right-field line, scoring both runners and giving the 
Cougars a 4-0 advantage. · 
Houston didn't stop there, however, scoring three 
PLEASE SEE THREE ON A9. 
Pistons,top 
, Magic98-90 
ingametwO' 
Detroit shuts down 
Howard to take 2-0 
lead in first round • 
LARRY LAGE • Associated Press 
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. - Rasheed Wal- , 
lace usually needs to get mad at an official or • 
face a late-game situation to get motivated . . 
The opening tip was enough for him Mon-
day night. 
' Wallace blocked a shot and made a 3-
poihter on the opening possessions and fin-
ished with 17 points, 11 rebounds and three 
· blocks to help the Detroit Pistons beat the 
Orlando Magic 98-90 and take a 2-0 lead in 
the first-round series. 
"Sheed has been very focused ever since 
.we started practicing for the playoffs," Pis- • 
tons point guard Chauncey Billups said. ''You 
can see the difference in him. When he's like 
that, we're a difficult team to play." 
Former teammate Carlos Arroyo agreed; • 
"It's so tough to defend them when he's 
stretching the defense shooting from the out-
side like a guard," Arroyo said. "He can also • 
score inside and defend, so he really creates 
problems all over the place." 
Wallace insisted the Pistons will not lack 
incentive in Game 3 on Thursday night in • 
Orlando even though the Magic need to win 
four of five to el,iminate the Eastern. Confer-
ence's top seed 
"We can't let them get back into the • 
series," Wallace said. "We have to get that 
third win." 
· In Game 2, Detroit's balance was too 
much for Orlando's two-player attack. 
Detroit's starters each scored at least 10 
points and top reserve Antonio McDyess 
added nine points and 11 rebounds. 
Richard Hamilton scored 22 points, while 
Billups had 21 points, eight assists and only 
one turnover. Tayshaun Prince scored 18 
points and Chris Webber added 10 points and 
nine rebounds. 
"It isn't just that they're balanced. They 
are balanced and they are good," Orlando 
coach Brian Hill said. ''You have to play solid • 
defense against them because they are used 
to playing together and they are very 
unselfish. It's tough." ., , , 
The Magic, meanwhile, didn't have a third 
player in double figures Until the final minute 
of the game, wheri former Piston Darko Mili-
cic scored his 10th point - all in the fourth " 
quarter. 
Hedo Turko_glu scored 22 points and 
Grant Hill had 21 for Orlando to prevent it 
from being a rout, but their teammates - .. ,{:)4 
particularly D".Vight Howard - didn't do 
enough to give the Magic any shot at evening 
the best-of-seven series. 1 
"They are a good team," Grant Hill said 
PLEASESEE HAMILTON ON A9 
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DUANE BURLESON I ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Detroit Piston's guard Richard Hamilton shoots over Magic • 1 
forward Darko Milicic in the Pistons' 98-90 win Monday. 
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WOMEN'S ROWING TAKES OVERALL TROPHY AT SIRA CHAMPIONSHIPS· 
RESULTS 
Varsity Eight 
1. UCF, 6:38.2 
2. Sacramento State, 6:47.0 
· 3. Kansas State, 6:49.9 
4. Ohio State, 6:52.0 
5: Purdue, 6:53.0 
6. Cincinnati, 6:54.3 
Second Varsity Eight 
1. UCF, 6:53.0 
2. Sacramento State, 6:56.6 
3. Kansas State, 7:02.4 
4. Cincinnati, 7:08.6 
5. Purdue, 7:16.3 
6. Tulsa, 7:17.1 
7. Alabama, 7:20.2 
Varsity Four 
1. West Virginia, 7:37.9 
2. UCF, 7:43.4 
3. Cincinnati, 7:48.0 
4. Ohio State, 7:59.4 
5. NSU, 8:03.7 
6. Murray State, 8:09.4 
Novice Eight 
1. Kansas State, 7:07.3 
2. UCF, 7:16.3 
COURTESY l:AUREN HAMPSON 
The UCF Women's Rowing varsity eight arid second varsity eight took first place at the SIRA Championships Sunday. The varsity·eighf finished with a time of 6:38.2 to take home the overall trophy points in the event, finishing ahead of Sacramento 
State, Kansas State, Ohio State, Purdue and Cincinnati. The win was their 11th of the spring season. Their only loss of the season came on April 15, when the Knights lost to Washington. In the second varsity eight, the Knights finished with a time of 
6:53 to take first place ahead of six other squads. In the varsity four and novice eight events, the Knights finished second behind West Virginia and Kansas State respectively. The first place SIRA Championships finish was the second for head coach 
Leeanne Crain. The Knights also won in 2005. The UCF Women's Rowing team will return to the water May12-13 when they travel to Melton Lake in Oak Ridge, Tenn., to take part in the South/Central Regionals. 
3. Purdue, 7:16.8 
4. Sacramento State, 7:19.3 
5. Louisville, 7:21.1 
6. Alabama, 7:21.3 
ThreeUCF 
errors lead 
Knights in 
lossto·.uH 
FROM AS 
more runs in the bottom of the sixth to 
secure a 7-0 win over the Knights. 
Kime allowed another leadoff walk · 
to Valis, and she would quickly 
advance to second on a sacrifice bunt 
from Shamblin. Grote connected in the 
next at bat, sending a double down the 
left-field line that scored Valis from 
second. 
Grote would advance to third on a 
groundout from Spittler. 
Weary from the triple she had in her 
last at bat, Kime intentionally walked 
Valis, who then stole second during the 
next at bat. · 
With runners on second and· third, 
Bush hit a single up the middle, scoring 
both runners for the Cougars' second 
and third runs of the inning. 
The Knights left five runners on 
base in the game, with three of those 
coming in the fourth inning. 
Despite three hits in that inning, 
UCF couldn't come up with a clutch hit 
to bring the runners home. 
Kime was tagged with her ninth loss 
of the season and the second of the 
series. She allowed seven runs on five 
hits in the complete-game effort. 
' Shamblin threw a complete-game 
s~utout for the Cougars, holding the 
Knights to just five hits while striking 
out 11 batters. The win was her 23rd of 
theyear. . 
All five hits for the Knights were off 
different batters. Cici Alv.arez, Lamb, 
Kime, Breanne Javier and Hillary Bar-
row had one hit each. 
The Knights return to action this 
weekend for their final home series 
when they host UTEP for a three-game 
C-USA series. 
UTEP· enters the contest ranked 
eight in conference standings. -
Saturday's doubleheader begins at 1 
p.m. and Sunday's game is.set for noon. 
BRIAN FIEG I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Senior Cici Alvarez swings at a pitch in the Knights' 5-2 
win against UAB on Ap'il 14. In Sunday's 7-0 loss to 
Vazquez records onl hitforUCFl 
FROM AS 
by Chad Lembeck 
The Owls (33-11, . 13-2 C-USA) 
added three more runs in the fourth. 
Jess Buenger got the inning started 
with a single to right. After a one-out 
walk to Seastrunk, Lembeck singled 
to left, but two errors on the play by 
sophomore left fielder Chadd Hart-
man allowed Buenger and Seastnink 
to score. 
J .. P. Padron followed with a double. 
that scored Lembeck, who reached 
third on the errors. · 
In the fifth, Rice put runners on 
first and third with two out when 
Seastrunk lined an RBI single to left-
center field, driving in Jared Gayhart. 
UCF sophomore pitcher Eric Eng-
lish walked Travis Reagan after strik-
ing out Padron to begin the sixth. . 
Brian Friday then reached on a 
bunt single that signaled the end of 
English's day. 
English did not post great num-
bers, allowing 'six earned runs on 
nine hits and four walks. But he 
pitched 5.1 innings, the longest outing 
of his collegiate career. 
Senior Derek Abriola relieved 
English, but he did not provide any 
.relief for the Knights. He allowed 
, three straight RBI singles to Gayhart, 
'Tyler Henley and Buenger before 
Brett Bordwine replaced him. 
BEN EDEl5TEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Junior Brett Bordwine pitches in the Knights' 5-2 win over N·ortheastem on March 7. In the Knights' 8-0 los~ on 
Sunday to the Rice Owls, Bordwine threw 1.2 innings not allowing a run in his outing. 
Bordwine entered the game with 
runners on first and third and one 
out, but he retired the next two Owls 
on fly outs to end the inning. Bord-
wine and Justin Weiss pitched the 
final 2.2 innings, allowing one hit and 
no runs. 
· Bobby Bramhall and Scott Loner-
gan preserved 'Savery's oµting by 
pitching hitless eighth and ninth 
innings, respectively. 
Rice's sweep marked the 36th con-
secutive home series that the Owls 
have won, 23 of which have been 
sweeps. Solid pitching was the key to 
the series, as Rice allowed just three 
Hamilton leads 
Pistons with 22 
points in victory 
FROM AS 
... 
runs in the three games. 
UCF allowed 22 runs. 
Junior outfielder Tyson Auer had 
his 15-game hitting streak snapped 
Sunday. It was UCF's longest hitting 
streak since Clay Timpner had a 19-
game hitting streak in 2004. 
"He was closing in on the school· 
record and I think he's done a good 
job," Bergman said. "His legs have' 
helped him beat out some infield hits. 
Sometimes when ·you get into a 
streak like that everything that you 
hit works, and when you stop the 
streak, you just start another one." 
During his streak, Auer was 24-
for-67 (358) with eight RBis. 
Vazquez, who had the Knights' 
only hit, has played in just 41 games 
this year, but he has already sur-
passed some of the statistical marks 
he set in 54 games as a freshman in 
2006. . ' 
He has more hits, home runs and 
RBis than in 2006. He has raised his 
average from .247 to .317. · 
"It's a learning process and a 
maturity process," Bergman -Said. 
"He's starting to learn and starting to 
get mature, and he's got enough base-
ball and athletic ability to make hiln 
into a really good baseball player." , 
The Knights were scheduled to 
face South Florida on Tuesday, but 
results were not available at press 
time. A recap will be available in F(i-
day's edition of the Future. 
··-·------------··-··-·····~·-········· ,- · 
"We are learning to be a good team." 
Howard was held to eight points and didn't score 
· in the second half until the final minute, when the 
game was essentially over. 
The All-Star center began feeling-ill Monday after-
noon, and the team said he wasn't doing interviews 
after the game. . 
"Dwight was sick quite honestlY," Brian Hill said. 
"He just didn't have anything. Before the game, he 
was nauseous and had intense stomach pains." 
The Pistons were in control for much of the game, 
but just like the opener, Orlando rallied late to make 
the final score look respectable. 
;Detroit led by 15 points early in the fo:urth quarter, 
but was ahead by just six with more than a minute 
left. · 
On the en8uing p~ssession, Billups ended Orlan-
do's comeback hopes with a three-point play. 
Wallace also disheartened the Magic during their 
late rally by throwing up a 27-footer just before the 
shot clock e:X:pired and making the lucky shot off 
glass, giving Detroit a 10-point lead with a few min-
utes left. . 
"We had started to get some momentum, we 
played a good defense possession and then he hits 
one from almost halfcourt," Grant Hill said. "All I 
could do is tell him to try shooting with his eyes open 
next time." 
Last month, Wallace made a shot from about 60 
feet at the buzzer to force a game against Denver to 
go into overtime and Detroit went on to win. 
"He hits crazy shots like that," Biijups said. "I can't 
sa he meant to do that but I'll take it." 
East Orlando's Newest Family Fun Center! !' • .., 
·& ..... , ... 
Store Hours 
Monday- Thursday 10 am - 8 pm 
Friday & Saturday 10 am - 11 pm· Sunday 11 am - 7pm 
Located in Alafaya Village at 
2822 South Alafaya Trail 
Orlando, FL 32828 
407·277·6566 
Visit us online at www.chutesandlazers.com 
*Weekly Specials 
MondayMadness -6pm-8pm Unlimited Laser Tag s14.99 
Two-for-Tuesday-10am to 2pm Buy One Playground entry 
and get the 2nd entry for free! 
Wacky Wednesday -ALL DAY s3,99 each Laser Tag game 
& s4,99 each Playground entry 
See store for details. 
/ ~r~can not be combined with coupons.~ 
•• y, 
: Buy 2 Games of LASER TAG 
• 
: and get the 
• 3rd Game FREE! 
' I 
• I 
• 
• 
• 
. or : 
I I ~ ·$1 OFF Playground entsy ! 
• Mu11pment<ovponattimeofpurthaso. limit one per • ' 
: customer. Not valid with any odler offeis. 1 
, ExpiresAprill0,2007 , 
•..................•.•..•........• 
ti 
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NATIONAL STANCE 
Gun· control debate 
rages across country 
Lack of attention, not guns, to blam~ 
From the Oklahoma Daily at Oklahoma University 
suspension or expulsion from a 
higher learning institution.: Don't 
pass go; don't collect $200; leave 
school and get help immediately. T his one was tough-The Daily editorjal board took part in a goOd deal of 
debate before reaching a conclu-
sion about what steps could be 
taken to curb school shootings. 
. dencies that lead to violent 
behavior. 
The system should also con-
solidate information about stu-
dents who display violent tenden-
cies.. Reports from other students, 
concerned teachers and police 
reports should be used collective-
ly to determine whether a suspi-
cious student belongs on campus. 
Clear psycholoiical indicators 
were present in the case of Vir-
ginia 'Tech shooter Seung-Hui 
Cho. 
Gun control? 
1bink again. Anyone deter-
mined enough to own a gun will 
own one. Criminals who don't 
clear background checks always 
have access to black market 
weapons or might opt to just steal 
agun. 
Cho was accused of stalking a 
female VT student and also 
reported to be "suicidal" by a for-
mer roommate, according to 
CNN. His punishmept? 1\vo 
nights in a mental facility. 
IBtimately, students, faculty 
and administrators must take 
threats or notably odd behavior 
seriously. A serious, nationwide 
discussion should take place to 
see what specific steps could be 
taken. The focus, then, shifts to what 
schools and universities could do 
to identify the psychological ten-
Cho fell through the cracks of 
psychological stability protocols, 
and we hope administrators will 
take his case as a lesson. Extreme 
mental instability should restilt in - UWIRE 
. 
Look to other countries for gun laws 
From the Spartan Daily at Sanjose St. University 
ures in obtaining these deadly 
items. 
Steps are already being taken 
.in the right direction. A federal 
law states that anyone that has 
been deemed ''mentally defective" 
should be prohibited from the 
purchase of a weapon. 
E ight years ago, Regina Rohde was a freshman at 
Columbine High School the 
day fellow students Dylan Klebold 
and Eric Harris opened fire killing 
12 students. 
why people need Glocks and .22s. 
The editorial board of the 
Spartan P.aify isn't calling for a: 
ban on all guns in the United 
States, but we are calling for 
change. 
The problem is Cho was 
deemed a danger to himsel.t; but 
an insufficient background check 
allowed him to purchase a 
weapon, which he then used to 
murder 32 students and take his · 
own life. 
Fa'st forward to April 16, Vir-
ginia Tech student Seung-Hui Cho 
opened fire, killing 32 people. 
In Germany, citizens need a 
"sufficient'' reason to request the 
need for owning a guD. 
Rohde, now a student at VT, 
was again in the middle of another 
tragic school shooting. 
Sitting down with TODAY 
show host Matt Lauer, Rohde said 
she didn't really think about the 
two days together until hours after 
the shooting at the VT campus 
had occurred because of the state 
of pal)ic surrounding the campus. 
When Cho went in to the gun 
shop looking for a handgun, it 
should have been clear that he 
Wasn't buying the Glock for quail 
According to a New York Times 
article, a spokesman for the Feder-
al Bureau of AlcohoL Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives also said 
handguns are banned in England, 
citizens are prolubited from own-
ing guns in China, but our lax gun 
control laws are costing Ameri-
cans their lives 
hunting. _ 
Rohde's story should be posted 
in every gun shop, trade show and 
shooting range. It's time to know 
Acoording to an Associated 
Press article, Cho bought two 
ammunition clips on eBay - the 
clips were designed for both mod-
els of the weapons he used in the 
killings. It's still surprising that you 
can get these items online, but · 
there needs to be stricter meas- -UWIRE 
Passing on my college 
knowledge to you 
I thouib.t this would be easy. I'd 
sit down, open a vein, and smear this 
fantastic awe-inspiring refrain to 
explain that the minutiae of life is not 
worth the aggravation or stress we 
assign to it. But see, that's just it - I 
do think it's worth it. I've been guilty 
bring their mid-day stories to "ozy up 
and share with you. 
Remember on the quest that 
"thank you's" and ... I love you's" are 
never too much, especially when 
they're sincere and serve as a testa-
. ment to your life. . 
. of over-sentimentalizing, over-loving 
and over-objectifying life's every 
detail, but I can't help it - I just love 
to live. ABEER B.ABDALLA 
And although it's trite, c;liche and, 
dare I say, melodramatic, I offer my 
Top 10 List of Things I Learned in 
College: 
We have to start worrying when 
the wanderlust fades, when our itch 
. Senior Staff Writer 10. Majors, like diets, will always 
to see the world melts into a loose sun-baked 
candy bar called disappointment. You only ever 
really fail when you haven't worked hard enough 
to believe in second chances, not for the same 
oppo~ty, but f?r the second chance to dream 
something up agam. 
I took a walk one Sunday morning to check 
the mail, and Mother Nattire caught my eye. I'd 
like to say she was standing there in a floor-
length Bob Mackie sequined gown and bared a 
striking resemblance to Cher, but instead, she 
came in the form of five ducks. 
My apartment's pool is surrounded by a rod-
iron fence on the edge of the woods, where little 
woodland creatures will often find their way in. 
Five ducks, in a row, walked up and down the 
length of the fence on the inside. One quickly 
shot through the slats on the west side and wad-
dled back into the forest. 
The four remaining ducks strutted to the edge 
and examined their brother's exit strategy. 
Unconvinced, they continued pacing. Suddenly, a 
second duck walked forward and pushed 
through a slat on the east side. 
And so three ducks are left to pace the length 
of the pool Slat after slat they wander, coming 
up with no available exits. And so they sit. Aban-
doning both the first and second openings where 
their brethren found solace, they sat believing 
that they were not ready to leave and that the 
exits ·held no relief .. 
Every moment has entrap.ces and exits. When 
I graduate next week, I'll give one too many hugs, 
take too many pictures and reapply my lip gloss 
one too many times to matter. But when the 
· Arena clears on the third day of pomp and cir-
cumstance, it will have been host to a myriad of 
entrances and exits that have legacies and stories 
to uphold. 
For every new graduate there will probably be 
. three n~w students in his or her place. Like me, 
th~y may return for a higher degree, or Iuf,e 
journeyed one too many times to count, aiS.d 
tend to disappoint. Supposed men-
tors will flounce on dreams, and you'll probably 
never again read that 18th century Russian histo-
ry book on the "life and times ·of the guy who 
invented the wheelbarrow" you couldn't sell dur-
ing book buy-back · 
9. Milk and cookies after a really intense day 
always make the madness just a little bit easier to 
swallow. Especially when you realize you're .lac-
tose intolerant after two glasses of milk. 
8. If your heart breaks, it will mend, and the 
refocused energy was worth all the time you 
spent redesigning your MySpace page and put-
ting up the perfect song of "stick it to 'eril." 
7. Pictures taken at 2 am. will always look stu-
pid, but the magic captured in every frame will 
be· some of the best memories of your life. And if 
you can't remember what happened that ·night, 
they make perfect blackmail if your roommate 
forgets to take out the trash. 
6. You can become immune to energy drinks, 
and the little crayons at Olive Garden make great 
forpedoes when you're too wired to actually do 
your paper. 
5. Traveling, whether foreign or domestic, will : 
teach you more abottt life and the world than any 
classroom or overpriced textbook ever could. 
4. Midnight chats with your best friend only 
get better with time. 
3. The mixed tape still works, and theme 
songs are the best remedy to tears. 
2. Being impulsive and giving yourself navy-
blue highlights a week before graduation when 
you have jet-black hair will only stain your hands 
Smurf-blue when the cheap gloves rip during 
application. 
· l. "No one can make you feel inferior without 
your consent." - Eleanor Roosevelt. 
So we pack up, move on, move up and, like 
the ducks, decide which slat we're ready to take, 
or sit a spell for the time when we're ready. We 
each have infinite entrances and exits, but before 
· you run for your life, take a SfCOnd to breathe in 
the wonder and exhale the hlost. 
Error: 
Out of memory. 
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READER VIEWS · 
Environmental waste 
reeking havoc at UCF. · 
I feel that as students at UCF, we have an 
obligation to take care of the environment · 
around us. Not only is environmental care a 
part of being a responsible consumer, but 
.there exists a moral argument to take care of 
what sustains us. 
At 12 p.m. on April 17, I came across a site 
that infuriated me. As I strolled toward the 
East Parking Garage from the Libr~ I 
noticed along the way that the sprinkler sys-
tem was on. To me and several others, this 
· seems like an incredible waste of water, due 
to the high level of water that is lost to evapo-
ration at this pomt in the day and the fact 
· that a good percentage of the water was cov-
ering the concrete, and not the grass. 
I don't know who is responsible for this, 
but I think they should be made aware of sev-
eral tips that individuals and large consumers 
like UCF, can use to lessen the wasting of 
water like I witnessed on ThesdaY, 
From the Orlando Utilities Commission 
Web site (www.ouc.com), I would like to 
pass the following along: 
Water only before 10 am. or after 4 p.m. to 
minimize the amount of water lost to evapo-
ration. 
Adjust sprinklers so they water the lawn, 
not .the pavement. 
Adjust the timer/controller on automatic 
sprinklers according to seasonal.water 
demands and weather conditions. 
Avoid watering on windy days. 
These are just some of the things people 
(and large metropolitan universities) can do 
to be responsible and adequate in the preser-
vation of natural resources. 
· UCF is becoming well known for its poli-
cies regarding environmental protection, so I 
would hope that we could-increase this repu-
tation and.further our excellent progressive 
record toward conservation. 
I 
- RON ALBRIGHT 
ORLANDO · 
,Failed bill could have 
made a difference at VT 
I would like to start off by saying my heart 
and prayers go out to the family and friends 
of the victims at Virginia Tech. The April 18 
~ditorial, titled "VT tragedy shows guns are 
no solution," was totally off base. It was writ~ 
ten completely off of emotion ana tried to 
portray 2nd amendment right advocates as 
desiring gun ownership for all In fact; the 
issue is not about looser gun OWnership at all; 
it is aboqt gun-carrying rights for those law-
abiding citizens who do own guns. . 
In Virginia last year, a bill was considered 
by legislators that would have ended the gun-
free zones currently 41 place at colleges in 
the state, allowing students and faculty with a 
concealed-weapon license to bring weapons 
onto campus. Unfortunately; this bill did not 
pass, leaving VT students and faculty 
defenseless wheii a madman walked into 
their classroom with hate in his heart and 
two loaded weapons. 
There are many instances of students and 
faculty actually stopping gunmen at scho.ols 
after going out to their car and retrieving a 
gun tO protect others (e:g. Appalachian Law 
School in 2003 and at a high school in Pearl, 
Miss., in 1997). Additionally, a 1999 study; 
which examined public shootings between 
1977 and 1995, found that shootings were 
much less common in states where law-abid-
ing, trained residents were allowed to carry 
handguns. 
Criminals will always have the ability to. 
obtain guns through illegal means. This 
m$es it all the more important for law-abid-
ing citizerls to have the right-to exercise gun-
carrying privileges. At UCF, we ha\le 65 
police officers to protect over 40,000 stu-
dents. With such a disproportionate ratio, 
what is stopping anY deranged student from 
repeating the same heinous crime here at 
UCF? We need laws in place that will allow 
law abiding citizens to protect themselves 
fro:rn those who will violate the law to do us 
harm., 
- PATRICK HALE 
T H E WORD A R 0 U N D ~AMPUS 
'Whata~e your plans 
for the summer?' 
ASTRID JEAN NOT 
Advertising/Public Relations Major 
"I'm going to Summer A and then 
going home to enjoy the rest of my 
summer." 
DREW LEINONEN 
Psychology Major 
"I'm going tq Japan and staying with 
some distant relatives." 
Molecular and Microbiology Major · 
, "Going to the beach, going fishing, and 
scuba diving." 
DAVIDSUTION NIKKI PRINE COLLIER FAUBION 
Biology Major (Predental) Nursing Major Engineering Major 
"I'm planning on studying for the DAT, "Summer A classes and working, hav- "I'm traveling to Costa Rica to study 
applying to dental ~ools, taking classes ing a fantastic summer." _f bioluminescence.~' ( 
and working in Dr. Von Kolm's lab." . J - COMPILEfl BY GREGORYTERRITO 
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L4.~ U. ·CF CONTINUING ~ EDVCATJON BRINGING UCF TO YOU 
UCF TEST PREP COURSES 
Srnarter Test Prep. 
RElAXED. RESTED. RfASSURED. 
Getting into Graduate school is stressful, and we k,now the entrance 
exam may scare you. With UCF TEST PREP you can rest assured 
that you will be prepared come test day. We prepare you for a higher 
'.score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCAT, PCAT, DAT or SAT ... at a 
lower price. In fact our price is less than.one-third of whal you'll pay 
·with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big 
exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call us at 
407.882.TEST or register online at www.testprep.ucf.edu 
MAKE EVERY DOLLAR COUNT. 
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINES PAYMENT METHODS 
Online:. Online 24 hrs/day: 
www.KnightNewspapers:com/classifieds 9 a.m. day before publication 
VISA, MC, AMEX, 
Discover, Cash, Check 
Phone, fax, in person: By phone: 407-447-4555 
By rax: 407-447-4556 OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue 
In person: University Court, Suite 200 
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue 
Monday - Friday 
. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
Are your talents 
being oveir~ooked? 
Sonic. Franchise Looking for 
MANAGEMENT 
with spirit. 
Quick Service Restaurant experience preferred! 
Potential to earn $60K 
Locations throughout Orlando and Haines City 
Call Kevin@ 
407-276-0308 
humanresources@wrisinger-king.com 
1-800-997-3663 (x130) 
BARTENDERS WANTED. 
$300 a day poten.tial. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided. 
Age '18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107. 
Help Wanted! College aged counselors, 
Camp Wekiva residential summer camp. 
Boys Camp June 16th-30th 
Girls June 30th-July 28th. $240/wk. 
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.~et 
We now have, openings for FT or PT 
telephone work calling businesses all 
over the country. No exp. necessary. 
Flex. hours. Call ·Jeff (407) 774-5335. 
Women ages 21-30 - you can 
help make a miracle happen! 
Egg donors needed to help women 
who are waiting to become moms. 
Excellent compensation provided. 
Call for details, 407-740-0909. 
CAMP COUNSELORS 
Needed for great overnight camps in the 
Pocono Mtns. of PA. Teach/assist with 
athletics, swimming, A&C, drama, yoga, 
. archery, gymnastics, scrapbooking, 
ropes course, nature, and much more. 
Apply online at www.pineforestcamp.com 
Live-in Nanny for 2 children (3 & 4 1/2) 
Close to UCF. Only work btwn 3pm-
midnight. Neg. salary tor 
room/board/meal. 954-812-1261 
FT/PT exp. groomer needed for 
established upscale salon 
in downtown Oviedo. Teamwork, 
friendly and fun atmosphere. 
407-366-8187 Dawn or Julie. 
FEMALE AMATEUR 
. MODELS WANTED 
L.A. Photographer scheduled to do 
Orlando photo shoot In May. All 
selected models will be paid and 
future work is possible. Send 
photos and reply to: 
erick@shameless-underground.com 
Grape Juice Antioxidant Study 
. 
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting 
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body 
antioxidant status. 
Brfef Physical Ex:am 
• Complete Blood Work 
• EKG Te$ting 
• Body Composition Analysis 
• $300 Compensation 
To qualify you must be a healthy 
female, normal weight, 'non-smokfog, 
and between 20 and 50 years of age. 
You must be able to participate in 
2 separate double-night stays. 
For more information please call 407-303-4611 
As part of the Disney's :tvfagical Express team, you ~ould have this opportunity every day. You'll also 
h ave the chanct~ to build a caret:r, receive great benefils including theme park admission mid discoun ts 
a t select dining and merchandise locations, and make Guests from around the world smile. Is i t time to 
make your own dream come t rue? 
Airport Reps - FIT and PIT 
Starting Rate $7 .88 p er hour 
Greet, check-in & escort G uests 
t.o rnotor coaches 
Lugga ge - FIT and PIT 
, Starting Rate $8.88 per hour 
Scan /Sorl luggage. 
Heavy Elling reqtiired. 
Full-time .positions require full availability throughout tht• week. Part-time positions require 3 days of 
foll availability including one weekend day. Hours of Operation :·5 a.m , to 1 :30 a.m. Requires flexible 
work schedule including weekends, nigh ts and holidays, Position located at the O rlando 
International Airport. 
Please apply online at 
DisneyCareers.com 
K eyword: Disney's l\1a~cal Express 
©disney • EOE • Drawing Crealivity from Oiversily 
{e1q~ftiHEpW9rld 
u...l)frr~ m:t'":1't 
CLASSIFICATIONS RATES 
Rate Rate RateA Rate B Rate( 
100 Help Wanted: General c 325 For Sale: Automotive B First issue: $6 $9 $}8 125 HelpWanted:Part-Time c 350 For Sale: General A Each addl issue: $4 $6 $J2 150 Help Wanted: Full· Time · c 375 For Sale: Pets A 
175 Business Opportunities B 400 Services B • Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line 
200 For Rent: Homes B 500 Announcements A 
• Offering a successful average return of over 85% 225 For Rent Apartments B 600 Traver B 
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publ!cation 250 Roommates A 700 Worship B 
275 Sublease A 800 Miscellaneous B placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 
300 For Sale: Homes B 900 Wanted 
The UCF Annual Fund is 
looking for highly motivated individuals 
to supervise and motivate our student 
caller staff. Student Supervisor with the 
UCF Golden Knight Line is avail. for 
summer or fall semester. Must commit 
to work through May 2008. Supervisor 
or mgmt exp. pref. Day/evening hours, 
. set your own sched, competitive pay. 
Submit resume and cover letter 
ebbarr@mail.ucf.edu or fax 
4047/882-1261. Attn: Elizabeth Barr 
MOONWALK DELIVEF!Y DRIVER . 
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work. 
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and 
other party supplies, Make $20+ per 
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for 
deliveries & valid drivers license/proof of 
insurance. Call 407-701-1245 
The UCF Annual Fund is 
hiring student callers for the summer. 
Work involves calling alumni, parents, 
and friends of UCF, sharing campus 
news and asking for donations to the 
Annual Fund. Calling begins May 14, 
daytime and evening hours available, 
set your own schedule, competitive 
pay. If you would like to be considered 
for a position, please visit us on the 
web at annualfund.ucf.edu and click on 
Golde,n Knight Line to get application. 
Swim Instructors: If you're good 
come work with the BEST Sharks & 
Minnows Swim School.- FT/PT 
$11-$14hr. Will Train. (407) 699-1992. 
www.sharksandminnows.com 
Office Assistant: $8-$10/hr FT/PT 
Camp counselors and lifeguards wanted 
for residential camp near Gainesville. 
Room/board/salary/training/certifications 
provided. Call Carrie 904-291-0648 
After School/Summer Childcare 
Eastwood family. 2 Children ages 8 & 12 
Includes: prep snacks, oversee 
homework, light housework ie 
dishwasher/fold laundry. Tu & Th 2:15 -
4:15 Wed 1 :15 - 4:15 until May 22. May 
22 - Aug 22 Tu, W, Th 9-2 (some flex) 
407-208-1449 or 
NTChambers@adelphia.net 
Prr Frr Photographer/Runner 
Real Estate Office in Waterford Lakes. 
Strong photography skills & clean driving 
record. 800-535-2910 x 5990 
Housecleaners needed for East Orlando 
residential homes. PT/FT available. 
30-35 hours a week. $250-$300 weekly+ 
t ips. Daytime hours. Reliable 
transportation and phone a must. 
407-823-8464 ' ' 
PIT Doggy Daycare Position. 
Must Love Dogs. 
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus! 
' ***www.dogdayafternoon.net*** 
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net 
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. + 
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29, 
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0 
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com 
Accounting/AP Assistant 
Consolidated Label Co. - Longwood Area 
Flexible hours, 20-40 hrs/week $11 /hr 
Upper level Accounting student. Assist 
with Bank Rec, GL, A/P. Email resume 
aking @consolidatedlabel.com 
Successful company seeking confident, 
self-motivated individuals. Own 
transportation req. Will train. Drug-free 
workplace. Contact Phil: 407.767.7663 
Servers, Cashiers and Hosts Wanted 
PT/FT .No exp necessary. Energetic 
people w/ positive attitudes. Qnly 20 
min from UCF. Come in between 9 and 
5. The Briarpatch Restaurant 
252 Park Ave N. Cali 407-628-8651. 
B ·Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours a day 
Inside Sales Rep 
The Inside Sales Rep will partner with t he field sales team during the en.tire 
sales cycle to help increase sales. You will be responsible for: prospecting, 
proposing, pricing, negotiat ing, closing sales, team-selling with multiple Field 
Sales Reps, retaining current customers and attracting new ones. Y~u should 
be technically savvy to sell complex wireline and wireless dat a solutions. 
Skills: 2 years outside or call center exp., organized, able to work in a fast-paced 
environment. Must be able to work hours of operation 8am-8pm Mon-FrL 
Competitive salary plus incent ive package. 
Apply online at: www.sprint.com/careers referencing req #48768BR 
Sprint> Sprint Nextel is proud to be an EEO/AA employer. 
Together with NEXTEL We value diversity and offer a quality workplace, 
The following Positions: 
Lifeguard • Ride Operator· Food & Beverage Cashier· 
Food & Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance ·Gift 
Shop Assistance and more! 
Great Benefits Including: 
Free Admission· Free Quarterly Tickets · College 
Tuition Assistance· Referral Bonuses and More! 
ftpply now: 
Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600 
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com 
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4 PM 
Wet'n Wild Human Resources 
'6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 3281 9 
(407) 354-2085 • F(IX (407) 345-1005 
ing ••• · 
We have the perfect reer for vou! 
The first-ever NickeJodeon Family Suites by 
Holiday Jnn. is seeking 'A" t alent at all levels 
for our ent i re resort. B i li ngua l is a plus! 
' \I ' Apply Now! 
Monday - Thursday, 10:00AM - 4:00PM 
All shifts available! Full-time and part-time opportunities! 
Work in an exciting environment and enjoy a hot, new career in any of the following 
areas: Account ing, Security, Food & Beverage, 
H uman Resources, Front Desk, Housekeeping, 
Engineer ing, A quatics, and more! 
Visit us at 14500 Continental Gateway 
(off SR 536), Orlando. FL 32821. 
Send resumes to: iwantajob@nickhotel.com 
Or f ax them to: 407-387-1492 
Job Hot l ine: 407-387-1810 
Check out our Web site for a complete l i sting: , 
www.nickhotel.com 
©2007 Viacom International Inc. All rights reserved. Nickelodeon, SpongeBob SquarePants and all related titles, logos 
and characters are trademarks of Viacom International Inc. SponQeBob SquarePants created by Stephen Hillenburg. 
@Xgj7 lnterContinental Hotels Group. All riQhts reserved. Holiday Inn and all related titles. logos and trademarks are 
owned by Six Continents Hotels, Inc. 
DFW/EOE 
Every day on our PhotoPass team, you'll have the chance to make 
our G uests' dreams come true. 'When you add in our exceptional 
benefits. discounts and career opportuniti~s, it's easy to. see th.at 
your dreams could come true as well. 
Photograph~rs 
Part-Time and Seasonal 
Starting Rate $9.36 p er hour 
H igher Pay R ate for experienced photographers! 
' Capture the magic as a PhotoPass Photographer a l Hitlt Disney. M-0,r!a® Resort! Candidates must 
have the ability to proactively approach and engage G uests and learn to use the latest in digital 
photography equipmerlt. Previous experience in a sales oriented environment is a plus. 
Please apply online at 
DisneyCareers'.co:rn 
Keyword: PhotoPass 
©Disney • EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity 
• 
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Great Salary. 
G R,EAT B ENEFlTS. 
Great People. 
For more information about Posr 
Apartment Homes, visit our website 
at ~wwpostproperties.com. To view 
current job openings and complere an 
online applicatiou, please select 
Careers at Post on our home page, 
then dick Current Open Positions, 
Post Apartm"nt Homes is art equal 
opportunity employer. Dr·ug srreening 
and criminal hackgrormd check conducted 
f ritJr to employmmt~ 
WWW.POSTPROPERTIES COM 
SUMMER IN MAINE 
Males and Females. 
Meet new friends! Travel! 
T_:ach your favorite activity. 
•Tennis • Swim 
·Canoe,,, "* •Sail d. 
• Witer Ski ' •Kayak "' 
•Theater Costumer • 
June to August. Residential. 
Enjoy our website. Apply on line. 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for GIRLS: 
1-800-997-4347 
WWW.TRIPPLAKECAMP.COM 
¥ 
LifeStream Behavioral Center is hiring 
Emergency Evaluators and Crisis Hotline 
Counselors. Great Benefits! DFW/EOE 
BA in Human Services required. Apply in 
person at 515 W. Main St. Leesburg or 
online,www.lsbc.net 
NOW HIRING! 
Full & Part time positions! 
2 Miles from UCF! 
Flexible hours! Gre~ pay! 
Call 866-900-5213 or 407-923-28451 
IT AssistanUNetwork Administrator 
Consolidated Label Co - Longwood Area 
CS degree path req'd Flexible hours 
20-40 hrs/week $11/hr Email resume 
aking@consolidatedlabel.com 
Exp. servers, bussers and hostesses 
needed for Goodfella's Pizza. Apply 
within Goodfella's at the Publix Plaza, 
· Alafaya & 50. 
Summer Nanny needed. Care for 2 
young children (ages 6 and 8) in the 
Stoneybrook comm.Hrs approx 8:30 to 4. 
Weekly pay $275. Past childcare exp. a 
plus. Call Karen @407-756-5885. 
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED! 
Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it 
at Circle F Dude Ranch! We are seeking 
counselors for a traditional residential 
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL Activities 
indude horseback riding, waterfront, sports, 
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more. 
Staff arrives Tuesday, June Sand 
leaves Wednesday, August 15. 
Call 
407-295-0080 
or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com 
for more information 
Ghyabi & Associates is a full service Civil Engineering firm growing at all our office locations. 
And we're bringing aboard qualified civil engineering 'tudents to work full or part time 
while atten<;ling college to earn their graduate or undergraduate degrees. 
For more information on opportunities c.onta~t: 
P. Badger 
Re<:ruiting Specialist 
pbadger@ghyabl.com 
386·677-5499 ext. 231 
JACKSONVILLE• ORLANDO• DELANO• ORMOND BEACH 
Opening 2007 LAKE MARY 
. ' 
EARN FULL-TIME PAY 
WORKING PART-TIME HOUR 
Enjoy: 
a $9-$18/Hr. Average 
a Weekly Paychecks 
o Weekly Bonus Incentives 
a Pa.id Training 
o Flexible AM/PM Schedules 
Call for an Interview at one of our convenient Locations: 
North Orlando/UCF: 407-673-9700 
3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6 
Winter Park, FL 32792 
South Orlando: 407-243-9400 
www.DialAmerica.com/Wi11terPark 
EARN 
UPTO 
$170/MO. 
donating 
plasma regular~y 
······················-····· I I 
· .:: SPECIAl New Donors Bring this ad 
for $5 extra ~~10 OffER :~h2::.~~~... 1 ~ 
·······-········-········· ·· iSr ,:::; 
lfllJ I lllllllt 
Enjoy Your Face needs Artists 
We train. Join a unique, fun friendly 
team doing theatrical face painting in 
Orlando theme parks. FT/PT + free 
major medical. Call 407-240-6380 
Winter/Spring positions available 
Earn up to $150· per day 
Experience not required 
Undercover shoppers needed to judge 
retail and dining el!tablishments. 
Call 800-722-4791 , 
Telephone Actresses 
Work from your own home. Flexible 
full and part time shifts ava~lable. 
Weekly payroll checks mailed or 
through direct deposit. You must have 
a corded telephone in a private area of 
your home. We employ 1400+ agents 
nationwide. 
Great job for college students. 
Check us out at phoneactress.com 
1-800-325-6608 
Have fun, make money, stay in shape! 
BALLROOM DANCE INSTRUCTORS -
For Marino's dance club in Casselberry. 
Experienced preferred but not 
necessary. Call 407-339-3000 
Oviedo Gift Shop hiring attendant -35 
hrs/wk & Office attendantlbookeeper w/ 
QB exp. 407-365·1244/dan06d@aol.com 
www.theblackhammock.com 
Great Southern Customer Service 
Trainee. No experience neccessary.-
$10-19/hr. Peteet for l;ligh school and 
college students. No selling involved. Full 
medical and dental. Call Michael at 
407-830-0107x258 or email 
gswthr@earthlink.net 
PfT Nanny/Babysitter needed in Oviedo 
area. Appx. 3pm-6:30pm 3 days/wk. 
Prefer Elementary Ed. Major. $10/hr. 
Must have reliable trans. 407-538-3439 
Field Interviewers - Must be outgoing. 
Market research surveys. Flexible hours, 
No sales. Billingual a plus. $8-$113/hr 
407-472-5851 
designer 
· ~ 
greens 
Designer Greens Restaurant in 
Waterford Towers is now hiring for all 
positions. Kitchen and food exp. is a 
plus. $7/hr +tips. Please call Dave at 
407-282-8588 or apply in person. 
I'm looking for a reliable, experienced 
babysitter for my 2 112 yr old 
daughter. Regular hrs starting In May. 
Please call Catherine at 407-895-6736 
Data Entry and Computer Training 
Part-Time $8-$10/hr, 20+ hrs/wk, 
flexible schedule, avail immediately, 
call Jim @ 407-493-9380 or 
fax resume to 88.8-216-6625 
ATTN FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING 
MAJORS! Need an internship? 
Come work for the accounting 
department at the Central Florida Future 
for the Fall 07 Semester! Gain real world 
experience, flexible hours, possible 
future employment based on 
performance I 
Email resume to: 
trishai@knighfnewspapers.com 
Going to be around this summer? Hot 
Dog Makers wanted, Will work w/ school 
schedule: Hot Dog Heaven of Oviedo. 
3050 Alafaya Trail. 2 miles north of UCF 
on right. Apply in person. 
Receptionist at Real Estate Office, 
Maitland area. Needed Mon-Fri 12-5pm. 
Additional hrs may be available. 
Pays $10/hr. 407-951-2050 
Mktg/Promo Reps 
Nat'I mktg firm seeks dynamic reps to 
work promo for leading airline at MCO . 
Airport. Fun PfT job, great $$$, flex 
~ched. 888-691-1810 
Classified Sales Rep 
needed for the 
Central Florlda Future. 
Outb9und sales exp. preferred 
Make minimum $8+/hr. 
plus monthly bonus. 
E-mail resume to 
trlshal@KnlghtNewspapers.com 
Delivery Drivers/Kitchen Helpers needed 
Mon.Tues, and Fri. Day and evening 
hours, Call 407-339-2433 
www.healthychefcreations.com 
'..11IPU.IM!l11111 
Find out how thousands of students 
save lives and earn cash by donating 
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to 
manufacture unique medicines for 
people with various illnesses. 
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500 
www.dciplasma.com 
321-235-9100 
Summer Jobs 
-$2100 
-Co-Ed Camp 
-Seven Weeks 
-Room and Board Included 
Get Paid to Play! 
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC) 
needs male and female Summer camp 
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is an 
overnight camp located off of Highway 
450 in Umatilla, FL The camp runs June-
. 4th-July 21st. Please contact Krys 
Ragland at 800-523-1673 ext 251 or 
352-669-9443 ext 251 
Front desk assistant for property 
management company in the Lake 
Buena Vista area. FfT, flex. with school 
sched., great pay & benefits, must be 
able to work weekends. Must be N/S, 
bright and good with people. Education a 
plus. Drug-free workplace, background 
check performed. Fax resume with 
desired pay req. to the attention of 
Christina. (407) 938-9057 
Bookkeeper tor Manufacturer. 
Peachtree exp. A Plus Located by 
Seminole Town Mall Call Jim at 
407-353-9000 or email resume to Jim-
Saboff@cfl.rr.com 
SEMINOU:1 COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
is seeking 
DEPUTY SHERIFF TRAINEES. 
Starting salary is $10.00 per hour 
increasing to $33, 987 unnually 
upon completion of trai~ing .. 
Visit www.seminolesheriff.org 
for more information 
or to download an application. 
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM 
Paid Survey Takers Needed In 
Orlando. 100% FREE to join. 
Click on Surveys. 
Earn $500 a month working less than 10 
hours a week! 
www.blessedfortune.com 
1-888-373-2801 
Looking for pfilople to hand out flyers. 
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF, 
Oviedo and Winter Springs areas. Up to 
$12/hr. Must have own car and cell 
phone. 321-287-0757 or 407-359-5901 
quality oriented, self-motivated Proje 
for commercial building design. Chalte 
opportunity with possible advanceme11 
f Ill Please send resume to-0 ~ 1 Email: ecox@i 
~ F.ax: 407 
www.Centralfloridafuture.com .A13 
Emergency Road Service 
~' ~~~:::."-="hi5 ,,_~, fu, P"~ '"' j 
rompassionate people co join us in our Heathrow office. 
Candidates will provide professional telephone support rhat reassures 
people in roadside emergency' siruarions. Basic PC proficiency and 
excellent customer service, interpersonal and organizational skills required. 
Six months of Call Center and/or telephone customer service experience 
preferred. C'..andidares l.11tL~t successfully pa.<;.~ our Call Center assessment 
and be able to work weekends. 
• $11/Hour + Overtime 
• Paid Training + Full Benefits 
· • Fust and Second Shift Positions Available 
Join AAA now as we celebrate over l 00 years of great service, with exciting 
opponunities for the years ahead! 
\Y/e offer an excellent benefits package including paid [raining, life/healrh 
ins., and 401K! Applications accepted Mon-Fri, at: 
AM Auto Club South, 1000 AM Drive, 
Heathrow, FL. Candidates may also fax resume 
to: 407-833-1817, or e-mail resume ro: 
cjsmith@aaasoud1.rom. 
E.OE M/f/D/V. 
Are you interested in an exciting career? 
Are you a current college 
Freshman or Sophomore? 
•••••••••• 
r····,.···,,wc··· ··· ··., ... ,. 
' *~~ 
·.;• %· 
US.AlR FORCE 
-..:.:« "'* 
Do you know what you want 
to do after graduation? 
R~G>+T"C 
CROSS IHTO THE SLU~ 
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air 
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships. 
Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year 
include. • $750 in textbooks reimbursement 
· • Monthly stipend ($250-$400) 
• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers, 
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors. 
For more information, 
please call: 
(407) 823-1247 or 
visit airforce.ucf.edu 
There1s no such thing 
as the perfect job. 
Now Hiring* 
There is, however, the 
perfect career for you. 
For more information, contact 
aflac.com 
American Family Life Assurance Company of Columbus (Aflac) 
Worldwide Headquarters, 1932 Wynnton Road, Columbus Georgia 3 l 999 
"Aaoc agent> ore Independent agents and ore paid soleiY by commis~on. 
mere ore so many , 
9venues for your 
r'bturol toleht$ of 
FAIRWINDS Credit Union. 
Io keep upwith owr 
continuous growth. we 
neEfd bright, capable 
professtonols like you 
wtLose Ideas ond 
contributions conkeep·us 
or\ the tutting edge. So 
right away, you'll enjoy 
challenging osslgnments-
that toke advantage of 
your uniq4e talents, skills, 
and Mucotion. ltyou're 
looking for the freedbn'I to 
become everything you 
con, Join us, Opportunities 
are currently available for: 
Located in 01:1e of the most family-
friendly areas in the notion, we offer 
a superb benefits package with 
competitive, performance-based 
compensation; programs that help l 
you balance work and lifei and 
more. Discover why we've been 
named by both the Orlando Sentinel 
and Business Journal as among this 
area's best places to work. Please 1 
visit our website for additional t 
information. www .fairwinds.jobs 
or fox your resume to 407-515-2485, 
EOE/Drug-free Workplace. 
Help the \¥Tait Disney World' Resort celebrate the Year of a Million Dreams. 
Apply for a full-rime, part-time or summer position at the Walt Disney World' Dream Big Job Fair. 
Have fun, learn about rhe roles, and qualified candidates may receive a job offer the same day! 
Roles are available throµghout the theme parks, 
water parks, and resort hotels including positions 
with starting pay rates of 
$7.35 to $9.36 an hour 
Bus Driver, Character Performer, Culinary, Cosmetologist, Lifeguard, 
Front Desk/Concierge, Housekeeper, Qyick Service Restaurant Host,lnd 
Disney's Magical Express Luggage Representative &Airpbrt Representative 
Cast Members receive Theme Park admission and discounrs ac select dining, merchandise, and recreation locarions. 
Full-time Cast Members may be eligible for medical, dcnral, and vision covera.ge. plus paid vacation and sick leave. 
Visit the Casting Center 
or call the Walt Disney World'h Jobline at 
407.828.1000 
~trY&NEpWorld. 
[i)hen· dreams t:IJlm f:fJlf 
For more information visit 
www.WaltDisneyWorld.jobs 
Benefits subject to change at any time. 
EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • ©Disney 
April 25, 2007 • (tnttal :Jfu~iba 1ututi 
Balance work 
and life ... 
0 ............... : ..... .. 
not just books. 
SEEKING 
COLLEGE AMBASSADORS. 
Looking for an insight on how things are 
done in the corporate world? Join us as a 
College Ambassador and be up front and 
center for our hiring methodologies. We 
value talented people. Bring your talent to 
the table, and help us spread the word 
about exciting employment opportunities 
to your fellow students by distributing 
information and helping out at on-campus 
job fairs. 
Don't miss out, send your resume to 
orlando_hiring@intuit.com. 
Now located in Research Park in Orlando! 
FORTUNE Magazine's "Most Admired 
Software Company." 
INTUIT.COM/CAREERS 
Intuit chooses to be an equal opportunity employer. 
fidelitycareers.com 
We'll challenge you. We'll excite you. We'll reward you. And 
that's just in your first assignment. If you like to contribute, 
there's a whole career waiting for you at Fidelity Investments. 
Due to growth and expansion in our Jacksonville, FL office, we 
currently have multiple openings available: 
.., Financial Representative 
Requisition #0701340 
60 open positions available immediately 
• Engage our customers and provide assistance to help them obtain 
financial success today and in the future. Have consultative dialogue 
with each customer to look for and identify unstated financial needs. 
• Provide financiai direction and make stock trades, as well as assist 
with portfolio management, asset allocation and investment 
management. 
• Obtain Series 7 & 63 licenses if you do not already possess them. 
You will par.ticipate in industry-leading comprehensive training to 
ensure your success in obtaining these licenses. 
• This position offers a competitive base salary, plus opportunities for 
quarterly bonuses and overtime. 
l ) 
l 
l 
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• Recent and/or upcoming graduates yvho have an interest in Financial c 
Services are strongly encouraged to apply. EOE 
To learn more, visit fidelitycareers.com. 
~ 1fodba :Jutun • April 25,2007 
••••••• WATER-FRONT HOUSE ••••••• 
--- 4-5 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE ---
• 14621 Old Forest Ct 32826 (near UCF) 
> Contact Scott (321 )278-5988 < 
---scottacostin@gmail.<:om---
•••• $100 OFF 1st month w' this ad •••• 
• Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM 
. 
Condos And Homes For Rent & Sale. 
Free 24!7 Website With Pies & Info. 
Century 21. Rick Sletten 321-438-4568 
UCF AREA HOUSE 
Huge 4BD/2BA, big fenced-In yd. Pets 
okl Avail 07/1/07. $1500/mo. Call Nick 
Phllllps@ 407-810-7622 
• 3268 Vishaal Dr, 3/2 Duplex, 1182 sq ft 
2 mins from UCF, lawn included ' 
$1250/month, available immediately'. For 
more info go to www.homes2viewonline.-
com. 
•<--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
• 
• 4 Bedroom, 2100 Sqft, hardwood 
· floors, fireplace, large fenced 
bac\cYard, pet friendly, located Lake 
Underhill minutes from UCF, 
., $1350 mo, $1000 damage deposit 
contact Patrick 407 595 3201 
Beautiful Home Waterford Lakes 
31212 with Lake View, $1,400/Month 
http:/1343951.rentcllcks.com 
Townhouses Near UCF 
5 Units avallable, 2Bcl/2.5Ba 
http:/!731.rentcllcks.com 
$950/Month 407-310-6583 
Upscale, Lrg, New 2-story house in 
Waterford lakes. 2500 sq ft. 3/2.5/2 right 
off of Colonial CLOSE TO UCF. 
$1500/mo Anthony 612-600-3831 
• Sale/Rent in Hunters Reserve 2b/2b 
remodeled corner unit. Tile firs, vaulted 
ceilings, fans, aplnces, comm. pool/gym 
$185,000 or $960/mo. 321-536-5430 
• 
Waterford Lakes: 
Large waterfront homes 2, 3, 4 & 5 
bedroom, $1, 175 & up. 
407-760-0768 
Beautiful 3/2 custom duplex 
2 miles from UCF. 1150 sq ft. 
Appliances included. N/S. 
$1200/mo +sec. dep. 407-359-5001 
4/V2 in Belle Isle Area. Split-Plan 
J'louse. Front/Back Screened in Porch. 
Lake Conway Access. $1500/mo 
Call 407-721-6898 
Gorgeous 5/3 pool home available ASAP 
$550/mo. www.geocities.com/cptt91 
Ji -rentucf@yahoo.com Call me about 
including all util. 913-908-8185 
Duplex Available Now 
3/2 $1095 or 212 $830 
11622 Shilpa Ct. W/D, Lawn care 
407-580-9724 
Available August 
3/2 duplex in Sherwood Forest $975/mo 
212 duplex in Sherwood Forest $750/mo 
• Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl. 
Call 407-496-0888. 
Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom 
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, 
• utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community 
pool, $525/month. 2 rooms avail. 
immediately! Rooms avail. for '07/'08 
school year beginning August 1st. M/F. 
Call 407-876-5697 or 407-408-0803 
Co-own a classy Avalon Park home 
$0 down, owner financing avail. Don't 
• ,waste rent money, get on title with or 
without your bank. Find your home now! 
http://nancepropertyinvestments.com 
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658 
llDOWNTOWN 623 Delaney Ave. #6 1/1 , 
700 sf, wd firs, gran, W/D, W-ln Closet, 
Rent $780/mo, $155,000 407-832-2590 
kellenburg@rosenhotels.com 
312 ln·Oveldo All 3 Rooms For Rent ~erately. $450-$600. Lakeview. DSL 
And DirecTV Ready. Possible Part 
Time Job Next Door. 407-365-1244 ext. 
104 
t UCF are.a, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath 
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease. 
$900 rent, $1000 security deposit 
Call 321-536-5430 
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go 
Id www.ORLrent.com to view available 
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty 
407-571-3659 
ft! 2 rooms avail. in Avalon Park 
in a large 5/3 . All appliances, community 
pool.gym, and tennis. $500/mo incl. util. 
407-968-3931 or 407-737-0923 
• Brand New 312.5 Town Home behind 
UCF. Avail. May 1st All appliances 
Included, large master bedroom and 
loft, overlooking pool and lake, 1 car 
garage. Please Call 954-663-6298 
ti WATERFORD LAKES 
3/2 NEAR UCF, S/S appliances, 
$1200/mo. Comm. pool, bball & Tennis 
Courts 352-978-3831 
~ Huge 5/5 available in April 
Home away tom home! 5 suites under 
one roof with common living areas for 5 
individuals. $900/suite/mo all util incl. 
with brand new bed and furniture. 
• Call 407-491-2176 
;m FOR RENT: 
~ Apartments 
• UNIVERSITY/SEMORAN AREA: 
2BR/2BAcondo near UCF. 1100 sq. ft.-
$950/mo. plus security. No Pets. 
Call 407-657-5451 
212 $725/mo & 2/1 $595/mo Special 
Discount Rate Will Expire April 3oth 
Close to UCF Call Matt or Aaron 
407-380-6000 
' Cottage w/ a sleeping loft. Incl. 
electricity & water. $450/mo. Partially 
furnished. Close to UCF In a quiet 
wooded area. Call 407-366-6413. 
9 Looking for 2007-2008 HOUSING? 
SUBLEASE a clean, fully furnished, 4/2 
apartment for ONLY $485 per month, 
less than 5 minutes from UCF at 
University House on Alafaya at a lower 
~le. For more information, call (850)766-
3515. 
• 
Beautiful and spacious 1 bdrm condo 
with a lot 'of upgrades. Waterford Lakes 
areji. 3rd floor, balcony vla.,w, storage, All 
• a~pl. incl. J-f.S internet. 467-923-6067 
ROOMMATE NEEDED!! Northgate 
Lakes Apartments located on Alafaya 
and MCcolloh Behind UCF. 4 bedroom 2 
bath, lights, water, cable, and internet 
included for only $400 a month contact 
Sydni 561-876-7519. 
1 /1 in Winter Park $825/month 
' 783 sq. ft. 2200 Howell Branch 
New everything! 
CALL 407-595-2811 
Apartments & Rooms Available All 
Florida Areas! Furnished or 
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call 
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM 
$600-utilities included fully 
furnished bedroom for rent in a beautiful 
Executive home. Quiet neighborhood 
w/comm. pool, gym, tennis courts & only 
12 min. from UCF. Avail now! 407-353-
. 5208 
M/F wanted for furnished 312 home on 
lake. Gated comm, 6 mlns from UCF. 
$600/mo Incl. utll. N/S, no pets, sec 
sys, pool & tennis. Available Immedi-
ately. Call 407-832-8160, 239-707-4448 
or 239-633-9400 
WALK 2 UCF-TIVOLl-PUBLIX 
Room in 3/2, furn, w/d dsl . 
$400/mo incl utils. May 1 
n/s m/f 407-971-6748 Iv msg 
Christian female wanted to share 3/2 in 
Waterford Lakes. Visit www.myspace.-
com/waterfordlakeshome or e-mail me at 
tlcdream02@aol.com. 
Bdrm avail w/ private bath In a private 
3·bdrm home. Patio, jacuzzi, pool 
table. $550/mo each, all utilities 
Included. Female only. High speed 
Internet, cable, W/D. 15 mlns from 
. UCF. 
Avail May 1st. Call 561-543-6685 
Spacious room for rent $550 per month 
plus 1 /3 utilities fully furnished and ready 
to move in by May 1st with one month 
security deposit. 
Female Roomate Needed! Rent $540 
w/water/cable. Located in River Park 
Apts. 5 min. from UCF. Clean, 
responsible, no pets. For more info call 
678-983-8836. 
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in 
4 bedroom house, 3 yr old neigh. 
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve. 
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys., 
high-speed wireless Internet. Room 
w/other students. $500/mo. all util. 
incl. 954-816-3127 
1 Female Roommate N/S Available May. 
$475 includes utilities. 
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com 
609-330-3673 
New, 2400 sq. ft, 2 story, 4/2.5. 
$500/Month. Avalon Park, shopping, 
education and more. Must be clean. 
Call Keith 407-914-8284. 
LOOK!!! 
1 room avail in a large house close to 
UCF. Includes in-ground pool, W/D, & full 
kitchen. $350/mo. +split util. 
Call 407-712-4035, leave message. 
Room for Rent 
Good Environment, Clean. In house 
CLOSE TO UCF 
321-947-7162 
1 Bedroom 1 full private bath avail. for 
rent in my home. 4 miles from UCF. 
$600/mo. Short or long term OK. Price 
includes water, electric, high speed 
internet, W/D, cable, garage storage. 
407-758-8918. 
*MOVE IN SOLO OR WITH A FRIEND!* 
3 Female roomates needed ASAP for 
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no 
additional charge. 10-15 mins from UCF. 
$480/mo all included. 
Call Alex (954)913-0832. 
SERIOUS STUDENT 
Room for rent In 412 home in quiet 
neighborhood min. from UCF. 
Phone, Cable, Broadband. Must like 
animals. Fenced Yard. $450/ mo. 
Incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382 
NEW, VERY CLEAN & NEAT Waterford 
Lakes "FURNISHED" room avail. All 
Utilities included! $475 Short term OK. 
Move in May 1st. Call Carl @ 
407.538.3394 or cbfw@psualum.9om 
Looking for a roommate for a 3/2 house. 
$350 plus utilities. W/D and security 
alarm. Call Crystal 386-931-3786 
Room for rent in townhome. Util. incl. 
. wireless int, cable, W/D. Corner of 
Alafaya and Colonial. $500/mo 
904-864-7784 or 904-359-1179 
M Roommate Needed for 312, have 
your own room for $333 + Utll. 3 ml. 
from UCF. Excellent apt. comm., free 
kayak rentals. Clean,frlendly, fun-lovln 
people study oriented seeking like 
minded. Avail July 15. 
M/F for 1 room available in quiet 3/2 
house near UCF. May-July 31 . $318.75 
/month + utils & 1 ino. deposit. Cable 
internet. Washer/Dryer incl. 407-739-1832 
M/F N/S ROOMMATE TO SHARE 212 ' 
CONDO 1 MILE FROM UCF. 
COMPLETELY REMODELED 
FURNISHED/WASHER DRYER/CLUB 
HOUSE/GYM/POOL/TENNIS COURTS. 
INTERNET/CABLE/UTILITIES 
INCLUDED. $650/MO (813)997-1148 
Male roommate needed to share 212 
townhouse located 1 mile from UCF. 
Bathroom is attached to bedroom. 
Private loft outside of bedroom. Big 
backyard. Digital cable and wireless 
internet. Rent is $400 + 1 /2 electric. Call 
386-453-4724 
N/S Roommate wanted to share 
spacious 3/3 Apt. Avail August. 5 mins 
from UCF. Must be clean, responsible 
and quiet! $465 + 1 /3 utils. Grad student 
preferred. Contact Athena at 
561-312:-3916 
Need 2 girls to share 4/2 house at 
Regency Park, close to UCF. $500 incl 
internet, cable, pest control plus 1 /3 
wa,ter & elect. N/S, W/D. Call Naty at 
407-782-2375. 
Rooms Avail. May 1st and Aug 1st in 
Brand n.,ew House 4,000 SQ Ft, Pool 
Table, Leather Couches, New OLP HD 
tvs and more $490 + util. 7 minutes 
from UCF. Call Matt at 407 864 6292 
ROOM 4 RENT. Avail Today.10 Mins 
from UCF; 5 Mins from Valencia-East 
Very Affordablell Call Janelle 
c:954-559-3966 h:407-380-0902 
Room for rent in 3/2 house behind UCF. 
Responsible roomate wanted, rent is 420 
plus 1/3 of the utilities. First month rent 
FREE! Please call or e-mail Noel at 561-
302-2998 I nmarie39@aol.com. 
Room For Rent, Avalon Area, Female, 
responsible, n/s, No Pets, incl W/D, kit, 
own bath, Cable/DSL, Pool, 
Close to UCF. $500. util. included. 
Susan 40~.482.2898 or 
321-230-355& call Iii midnight 
Roommate Needed: Four-bedroom 
house in Casselberry FL off Red Bug 
Lake Road. 15 minutes from UCF. $550 
a month, utilities included. Call Kyle at 
386-365-7858 or Jennifer at 407-256-
. 1836 
Roommate Wanted 
Professional mom looking for roommate 
for 4/3 pool home in Oviedo near UCF 
$500 + Sec dep includes utilities, 
wireless internet, call Cathy 407-687-
5978 
Rooms available in Nice 3/2 house 2mi 
from UCF. MINS Pref. Furnished. 
lnternet,Cable,& utilities included for 
$530/mn. 305-542-5573 
Co-own a classy Avalon Park home 
$0 down, owner financing avail. Don't 
waste rent money, get on title with or 
without your bank. Find your home now! 
http://nancepropertyinvestments.com 
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658 
Responsible, respectful roommates to 
share 4/2 home. Nice neighborhood, 
walk to UCF. $475/mo all util. and high 
speed internet. Available for Fall. 
913-908-8185 or rentucf@yahoo.com 
M wanted 18-22 yrs old for 1/1 In 
Hawthorne Glen. Very nice, 5 mlns to . 
UCF. $575/mo all util incl. 
Call Christian 561-301-9604 
Two rooms for rent in Brand New town 
home in Avalon.One master room with 
walk-in closet for $600 plus util. Second 
room is $500 plus util. Both with private 
bathrooms, Completely Furnished except 
for bedrooms. Move in on May 17th . 
Free rent until June. Contact Lauren at 
561-789-3625 
Looking for Christian roommates to 
share beautiful house on lake in Tanner 
Crossing. $525/mo all util. and high 
speed internet incl. Available Fall 
913-908-8185 or rentucf@yahoo.com 
ROOMMATE FINDERS 
Safe, fast, efficient. "Let us find your 
ideal roommatel" Discount program 
available. 407-581-2267 or 877-776-5456 
Unfurnished 9.6"x10.6" Bdrm WI Closet 
in Spacious 3Bdr!TJ/2Bth Fully Furnished 
Home, BIG backyard, Wshr/Dryr, Free 
Internet & Cable 407-409-6206 
Spacious room for rent in new 
4/3.5, 5 miles from UCF, gated comm., 
2600 sq. ft, all ap"pliances, $41 Olmo 
includes cable. Call 407-227-2282 
$545/mo NOW-July Alafaya Club large 
room in all Female 4/4, 
gym/pool/utilities/internet/wash/dry, 321-
243-4415 for pies: pnpjonas@yahoo.com 
$551/mo. Summer Sublease 
2 available, May-Aug 14th, 111, ail-
lncluslve: uncapped utilities, 
unlimited meals, Internet, cable, 
parking and shuttle access 
call 8.63-397-3161 or 863-397-6309 
1/1 in Pegasus Connection, $845/m 
includes everything, available May 5th, 
leave message at 386-679-5523 
212 In Pegasus Landing for sublease: 
Both rooms need to be subleased 
May-July. $585/month all Inclusive. 
Call 239-248-1151 
F for 1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus Landing. May 
1-July 31. Cable, internet, pool, gym, util. 
included. $450/mo (OBO) w/ option to 
renew. Great roomies. Call 352-476-3358 
Female needed In a 414 VlllalJe at 
Science Drive apt. Can move-In early 
as May 1st. Rent Is only $510!1 Very 
nice apt and great roommates! Please 
contact Stacy@ (561)8016872 
$200 off May Rent 
M/F needed for 3/3 in Alafaya Club 
May- July $565/mo all util incl. 
352-222-5885 
1 br/1 ba avail ASAP in 4br/4ba apt 
Villages at Alafaya .Club, walk-in closet, 
free internet, furnished, GREAT complex 
amentities, $535 plus dep. 407-844-6364 
Pegasus Landing Sublease 
Avail 5/1, 1 br/ba In 3/3 Phase 3 Apt. 
Fully Furnished, util. included, W/D, 2 
GREAT roommates, $540/month 
' (negotiable) 786-223-?144 
JUNE/JULY SUBLEASE! Move in May 
20 get rest of May FREEi Jeff Lofts, all 
util. incl., private room, share bath w/ 1 
girl, discount rent $480 per month, pool 
gym park spot incl. Call Melinda (954) 
263 5783 l 
Looking for F to rent 1 /1 in 4/2 in The 
Lofts, $495/month util. included, 
Mid May-Aug 1st. Furnished. Please call 
561-445-2649 
Summer Sublease May-July 
Biggest room in 3/3 right next to UCF. 
$500/mo all util incl. 
Call Luigi 561-315-0989 
Pegasus Point- Willing to pay move in 
feell 212, all utilities included. Females 
Only. Available immedlatelyllll 
Contact Kelma 787-951-6496 · 
Live in THE LOFTS! 
Waterfront 1 /1 or 212 available May 1st! 
$589/month each. All util included. 
Call 561-239-0428 or 561-239-3436 
Live in THE LOFTS! 
1/1 in 212 available May 1stl $589/month. 
All util included. Call Jeremy at 
561-302-3174 or Ellen 561-302-3170 
Sublease an apartment @ Pegasus 
Connection for the summer. Move in and 
get the month of May free, after that just 
400 a month, a saving of 85 a month. 
Shuttle tc;i campus, all amenities 
included. Female only. xbgurlx@hotmail.-
com 
SUBLEASE AT PEGASUS LANDING 
$490/mo! Move in today if you'd like! 
One bedroom in a 4/4, females only. 
Shuttle to campus, riool, washer/dryer, 
tennis courts, computer lab! Contact 
Laura at 407-619-8638. 
Sublease at Village at Science Drive 
Female only for room in 3/3 apartment 
Available May 1st-July 31st $565/month 
Call Suzanne (727)459-4379 for info 
SUMMER ·SUBLEASE 
$500-$600/Mo.(6 Bdrms Avail) 
Inc Util, Full Kitchen, Maid Serv, Lg Yard 
w/Priv Fence, Free Storage, Close to 
Shopping, Restaurants & 15 min. to 
UCF. Must Be Clean & Responsible: Call 
407-923-8945 & Leave Message. 
SUMMER SUBLEASEll 
$425/monthl Fema'' needed! Call 
(904)2344t036 
Female Roomate Needed! Rent 
$455/mo. + water/electric. Located in 
Tivoli apartments right across campus 
and new stadium 407-697-1355 
Village at Alafaya Club- $565/m 3/3-
lncludes: lnternet,cable,own 
bath/shower,big walk-in closet,desk,-
dresser, 12'x14' huge room. May-
August if possible. Contact Chris: 
cbarnard7@yahoo.com 
or 754-368-0340 
Garage Sale Saturday, 4/28 8am-3pm 
609 Roberta Ave Orlando, 32803 right off 
408- Crystal Lake. Radios, Glass mirror 
tiles, kids' bikes, clothing and more. 
2 Master rooms available in MetroWest. 
Clubhouse, fitness center, pool, private 
entrance, lake view. $650 includ. util. 
Call 407-803-5891 or 305-586-4803 
Pegasus Landing Summer Sublease 
1/1 in a 4/4 Fem. Apt. May 1 - July 31. 
Util. Included. Very Clean, Fully Furn. 
1st Floor. Call Mandy 561-371-4621 
Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM 
Condos And Homes For Sale & Rent. 
Free 24!7 Website With Pies & Info. 
Century 21. Rick Sletten 321-438-4568 
OPEN HOUSE 
Owner motivated to sell! BRING 
OFFER 2157 Florida Soapberry Blvd, 
32828 call Brian Barnette for details 
407 256 3568 
FlatLanders Realty Group, LLC 
3 bedroom remodeled beauty, perfect for 
family or students. No HOA! Near UCF, 
Siemens, Valencia CC. $250,00 Call 
Kelly Sue Stonebreaker at Exit Real 
Estate Results 321-228-3974 
4/2 Manufacture Home for Sale 
1 O min. from UCF, Alafaya Town Center 
and Public Library. Corner Lot & 
waterfrontview. All appl. incl. Asking 
price $63,000. 407-382-3305 
5b/2.5ba near UCF 
New Baths, Kitchen, Hardwood, Tile, 
Gated Comm. $348,000 
321-508-3904 
Alafaya Woods-3BR/2BA, 1625sf, tile, 
vaulted cejlings, fireplace, screen porch, 
fence, A schools, $247k, will pay closing 
costs+ 4% commission; 321-948-7023 
3/2 Mobile Home. Good Condition. 
· $48,000 obo. New Laminate Floors 
Throughout Home. All Appliances 
Included. Renovated Patio. New Roof. 
407-902-657 4 
Colonial Landings 1 /1 condo on 1st fir, 
. FP,all appliances, 
Pool/Tennis/Basketball.Kay Wright 
321-231-3141 Keller Williams Adv II 
Realty. 
Like New Hawthorne Glen 
Townhome. 3/2.5 with loft/study. Built in 
2006.1915 hid sq ft. sec system, comm. 
pool, walk to UCF. Call Brad with 
Coldwell Banker at 407-920-7800 
2 Bd Home in Quiet Neighborhood. 
Recently Renovated Close To UCF. 
~eady To Move In. $175,000. Fenced 
Back Yard. 407-382-2333 407-227-8702 
4BR/2BA-2car garage.Blocks from 
UCF. Move In Ready. Student and 
family friendly neighborhood. Huge 
screened and covered back porch 
for relaxing. Call Marla-954-658-1747. 
Single Family Home $220,000 
3/2 1575 sq ft, near UCF. Move in 
ready.Available now. Free recorded 
message. 407-965-0094 code 447!14 
REDUCED $50,000!! 5/3/3 on cul-de-
sac, built in 2004! Large bonus room 
over 3car garage. Cypress Lakes 
$429,000. Call Kelly Sue Stonebreaker 
at Exit Real Estate Results 321-228-3974 
Oviedo Stillwater Pool/Spa Home 
4/3 2300+sq ft, fireplace, split 
bedrooms, separate breakfast nook. 
$388,500. Call Joyce at Century 21 
Oviedo 407-366-5837 
Co-own a classy Avalon Park home 
$0 down, owner financing avail. Don't 
waste rent money, get on title with or 
without your bank. Find your home now! 
http://nancepropertyinvestments.com 
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658 
TOWNHOME in Waterford Lakes - 3 
bed/2.5 bath with upgrades galore. Very 
quiet and no shared walls. For sale or 
lease-to-own, $234,900. 
Call Sean at (407)257-3587 
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com A15 
SUDO KU 
8 16 
- ...... '+ © Pµzzles by Pappocom 
4, 9 2 
---
~-~·~ ........ ..........,., ...... Fill in the grid so 
8 9 that every row, 
6 2. 4 
column and 3x3 
box contains the 
··~········· -..• digits 1 through 9 3 9 7 4 ~ith no repeats. 
8 7 5 Monday puzzle: 
5 9 
.Easy level 
Wednesday puzzle: 
--
3 8 2 Medium level 
7 9 
Friday puzzle: 
Hard level 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoRu.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Garden tools 
5 Decomposes 
9 Distinctive smell 
14 Raines of old 
films 
15 Give off 
16 Grave risk 
17 Graven image 
18 Boggy area 
19 Sacred song 
20 Standing alone 
22 Fishing nets 
23 Nervous quivers 
24 Health resorts 
25 Sort or kind 
26 Taken aback 
30 _ Alamos, NM 
33 High regard 
35 Continental 
cash 
36 Aids a criminal 
38 Emoter 
39 Let in 
40 Actress Sorvino 
41 Beginning 
43 IBM units 
44 Awareness of 
one's position 
46 Medic 
3 
14 
17 
20 
57 
llO 
sa 
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48 Wildebeests 
49 Tanning-booth 
light 
8 Fr. holy woman 
9 Seem 8 A s E T 
53 Health-club 1 o Fought back R P p E 
handouts 
56 Pass catcher 
57 Slacken 
58 Maui tourist 
destination 
59 Landlocked 
African nation 
60 Thesaurus man 
61 Throw out 
62 Chest 
protectors 
63 Planter's 
purchases 
64 Merriment 
. 65 Lambaste 
11 Algerian 
seaport 
12 Distance unit 
13 Charity for the 
poor 
21 Drama parts 
22 Junk e-mail 
24 Flower parts 
26 Bleachers, e.g. 
27 Amorphous 
mass 
28 Lindros of 
hockey 
29 Periods 
30 Gyro meat 
31 NYC theater 
DOWN award 
A D 
T 0 N T 
S T E E 
Last issue solved 
N E 
A S S 
1 Robbery 32 Evening in 
2 More mature Venice 45 Coastal 53 Old mariners 
3 Split to get 34 Goons indentations 54 Orchestra 
hitched 37 Aimed at 47 Scales member 
4 Deli offering 39 Make amends 49 Sound judgment 55 Hourly pay 
5 Comments 41 Burden of 50 Be of use to 56 Actor Julia 
6 Overlooks responsibility 51 Thin toast 58 Large 
7 Make weary 42 Teach 52 Light retractor motorcycle 
Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds 
ULTIMATE Bachelor's Pad! 
Ski lake & pool access from your 
balcony!_This 211 .5 newly renovated 
condo is unbelievably priced at $J 79K. 
Call 407-277-4088. 
CUSTOM 2 bedroom/2Bath duplex w/ 1 
car garage. tile floors, hardwood floors, 
all stainless steel appliances. 
new windows, skylights, new roof, 
beautifully landscaped, privacy fence. 
_ next to U.C.F. MLS#04758049 
call Joe lewis 407-491-3031 
1997 nuwa hitchiker 34 ft 5th wheel 
camper in perfect cond .2slide outs 2 tvs 
washerdryer full bath oviedo fl 
7194401130 sell 10k obo 
CUDA 1971 real musle car from 
colorado 13k in power train 500hp+ 
just needs body finished serious 
buyers please. Oviedo fl 719-440-1130 
· sell 10k 
1999 Nissan Maxima GLE 
Fully loaded 
$4900 OBO 
407-276-1995 
[;m FOR SALE: W:.f General 
3922s~!!! 6 large bedrooms/4.5 baths on 
over 1/3ac in Seminole Co. Built 2004 
and close to UCF, SCC, Research Pkwy. 
$415,000 Call Kelly Sue Stonebreaker@ 
Exit Real Estate Results 321-228-3974 
PLAZA JEWELERS 352-307-3846 Dan. 
Below Wholesale Diamonds Cost +20%!!! 
1.02 ct. princess cut J-S12 
Retail $6830 PJ Price $3640 
1.01 ct. round brilliant cut G-Sl2 
Retail $7506 PJ Price $4450 
45 yrs Diamond Broker 2,000 Diamonds 
Money Back Guarantee. EGL Certs. 
Bed Set:. $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh 
bed group, never used. 
407-831-1322 
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can 
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322 
Reasons to Buy? 
R 
•Build Wealth & Credit 
• Ta..x Advantages 
• Escalating Appreciation 
• Investment 
cm FOR SALE: W:.f General 
BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedic type 
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/ 
warranty. $1 BOO value. Must sell $495. 
Delivery avail. Call 407-423-1202. 
Couch and Loveseat- Brand new 
microfiber set, stain resistant. 
Can deliver. $525 407-423-1202 
Bed 100% all brand new King pillow-
top set. Must sell, can deliver $220. 
Call 407-423-1202. 
Bed Set 
A 6 piece set Incl. Queen mattress set. 
New In box; $499. Can deliver. 
407-423-1202 
BED $160, Orthopedic support New 
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In 
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver. 
Call 407-287-2619. 
COMPUTER (DELL) for sale. GREAT 
FOR STUDENT! High speed with 
monitor. Internet ready $100 Will deliver 
407-729-0411 
Pool Table: 8' professional series 
furniture style table, carved legs, 
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All 
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell 
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322 
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip Pillow-
Top Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full, 
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery 
available. 407-331-1941 
BED $140, Mattress Set, Full Size, 
Brand New, still in plast ic. Delivery 
.avail. Cail 407-287-2619. 
PHO and Masters graduates to help t 
with essay research and writing. 
www.customessay.com 
. 1-888-345-8295 
FAR ORIENT MASSAGE - Traditional 
Chinese 'Tui Na', Swedish, and deep 
tissue. We have whirlpool baths, female 
staff. 407-898-9245. 1011 N. Mills Ave. 
Pregnancy testing and supportive 
cou.nseling. FREE and confidential. 
Center for Women 
(407) 628-5433 
Unplanned Pregnancy? 
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption 
Advice. Expenses paid if needed. 
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105·002-000 
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com 
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057 
LOSE WEIGHT in a SAFE and 
HEALTHY way! Herbalife Distributor. 
Free Samples 1-888-373-2801 
· 1an4853@aol.com 
Vitamin C Research Study 
Ages 18-40 
Four Clinic Visits Required 
Up to $100 compensation per participant 
if you complete study 
CALL ,FOR DETAILS Hours: 9:00am to 5:00pm Mon. - Thurs. 9:00am to 1 :OOpm Fridays Call (407)332-5703 
OWNER MOTl\AfED TO SEU 
2157 Florida Soapberry Blvd, Orlando FL 32828 Avalon Park 
2 BR/2Bath/2 Car Garage . 
Upgraded lighting, cabinets, flooring and more. 
<:all 40i-256-3568 
FlatL'' iders lfoalty Group, LLC. 
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LADIES IN FREE ALL NIGHT 
LADIES DRINK FREE TILL 12 
GUYS$! DRIN 12 
THE VILLAGE AT 
SCIENCE DRIVE 
407 .384. 7080 
2913 Einstein Way · 
the vi Uageatscienced rive.com 
THE VILLAGE AT 
ALAFAYA CLUB 
407.482.9990 
3100 Alafaya Club Drive 
thevillageatalaf ayaclub.com 
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